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Toward efficient maximum likelihood algorithms 
Tae-Sung Shin 
Major Professor; Mervyn G. Maxasinghe 
Iowa State University 
Motivated by recent extensive studies of maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms, especially 
EM-type schemes, the author proposes a class of generalized conditional maximization 
(GCM) algorithms that pursues dimension reduction as well as stability of algorithm si­
multaneously. This model-dependent approach for developing ML algorithms is to apply 
an appropriate, but possibly different approximation to each selected subset of parame­
ters that ensure fast and stable convergence to a candidate for a local majcimum. In the 
first part of this dissertation, the author illustrates the application of this algorithm to 
several examples - random effects model, variance components, normal finite mixture, 
t-distribution model, contingency table, and compares the performance of each to con­
ventional EM-type algorithms using numerical studies. For the rest of this dissertation, 
new models emphasizing variance components model, which might be helpful in a data 
analysis, are studied and new GCM algorithms for those ML estimations are developed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The development of efficient algorithms for Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is 
considered in this dissertation. While the statistical aspect of this topic may appear to 
be insignificant since the subjects related to ML algorithms we are concerned with (e.g., 
convergence rate, computation time, and monotone convergence) may seem to be only 
of interest to numerical analysts, the impact of this study might be quite significant in 
the areas of statistics that introduce new methodology which requires the development 
of new and more efficient algorithms for parameter estimation. 
For example, a industrial company which has giga-capacity of database related to its 
products might want to analyze various complex modeling procedures using data from 
the database to improve the quality of its products. When a statistician in the company 
attempts to use ML procedures which is one of the best estimation methods, she will 
soon discover that it taJces double-digit hours to obtain ML estimators. Li the worst 
case, she might not be able to do this without simplifying the model used in the analysis. 
This is a situation where the availability of algorithms for reducing the computation time 
for MLE may lead to better quality of data analysis. 
In reviewing the literature on ML algorithms, we have found that various techniques 
that are available in the numerical analysis literature on optimization have been adopted 
for use in statistical research without adequate knowledge or experience regarding the 
actual performance of such methods in the types of problems to which such techniques 
are applied. For example, the Newton-GS algorithm incorporates Gauss-Seidel type 
iterations for the solution of equations, into a standard optimization technique (see 
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Ortega and RJieiiiboldt(1970)). However, no information is available how this approach 
will work in ML estimation problems. In Chapter 2, we will outline how this method «ind 
many other nmneric«J approaches form the basis for many ML algorithms introduced 
during the past decade. 
In this dissertation we wiU present a unified approach to ML algorithms that enables 
the user to investigate, and incorporate if desired, all available options for increasing 
the eflSciency of a specified ML problem. This new approach, called the 'Generalized 
Conditional Maximization (GCM) Algorithms', allows the application of conventional 
algorithms to reduced dimensions, with the objective of increasing speed of convergence 
while maintaining the desirable property of monotone convergence. 
A conventional algorithm that is of primary importance and one that plays a leading 
role in many GCM algorithms, is Newton's method. However, Newton-type algorithms 
are well-known for their failure of monotone convergence. Since one of our main concerns 
is speed of convergence, we investigate a technique to improve this aspect of Newton-type 
algorithms. The ability of Newton-type algorithms to converge depends on the quadratic 
nature of the likelihood surface near the optimum. Our approach is an extension of 
an idea introduced by Callanan and Haxvilie(1991) where the an attempt is made to 
'linearize' the first derivative of the loglikelihood fimction. 
In Chapter 4, we present the main features involved in the design of a GCM algorithm 
for a specific model by following the development of the algorithm for an example. The 
model we use for this purpose is the variance components model, and the reader is taken 
through the various stages of development of a GCM algorithm. In later sections of that 
chapter, GCM algorithms axe developed for several other model situations and compared 
numerically with conventional algorithms available for them. 
The dissertation is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 2 
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The conventional ML algorithms and the use of iterative linear system solvers 
for ML algorithms are reviewed. 
Generalized conditional maximization algorithms, in which it is possible to 
apply the methods overviewed above, is defined. 
• Chapter 3 
L'nivariate linearization theorem, that guarantees monotone convergence of 
Newton's algorithm, is derived and applied to several MLE problems. 
• Chapter 4 
Considerations involved in the development of efficient algorithms using the 
GCM approach are discussed using an example. 
New GCM algorithms are developed and are compared with conventional al­
gorithms in five different statistical models. 
• Chapter 5 
Computational method using GCM algorithm for ML estimation of variance 
components in the general mixed model is developed. 
Computational method using GCM algorithm for ML estimation of variance 
components in general mixed model with missing data in dependent variable is 
developed. 
• Chapter 6 
Computational method using GCM algorithm for ML estimation of variance 
components in general mixed model with missing data in independent variables is 
derived. 
Computational method using GCM algorithm for ML estimation in neural 
network prediction model with variance component structure is derived. 
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2 OVERVIEW Of MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
ALGORITHMS 
2.1 Introduction 
A paxametric statistical model is specified with an aasximed probability density f {y \d)  
where y is an ra x 1 observed data vector, and 0 is a p x 1 unknown parameter vector 
in the parameter space 11. Based on the observed data and the probability density, the 
classical analysis of this model involves applying statistical inference on the parameter. 
The density f{y\0) is also called the likelihood function and denoted by L{9) when it is 
considered as a function of 9 with observed data fixed. Maximum likelihood estimation 
(MLE) of 0 is an estimation method which finds a value of 6 that maximizes the like­
lihood L{d] or its log value = log{L{d)). MLE has been one of the most popular 
tools in large sample inference due to its sound asymptotic properties, e.g., consistency, 
asymptotic normality, and asymptotic efficiency. Except for special probability models, 
however, a formula for MLE does not exist in closed form, and it should be found by an 
iterative method. 
Maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms are iterative procedures to find a local max-
irmzer of loglikelihood l{0). Each of these ML algorithms can be summarized by an 
iterative function M{d) which updates new iterate from the current iterate 
i.e., = M{9^*^. The performance of a ML algorithm depends on how well its 
iteration function is established. In the rest of this section, we shall stipulate conditions 
for an efficient ML algorithm in terms of the iteration function M{9). In the following 
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discussion, M{d)  cind l {d )  axe assumed to have continuous second derivatives. 
The most important goal of an ML algorithm is to require that the sequence generated 
from Af(-) converge to a local maximum or at least a stationary point if the sequence 
converges. That is, for any 9' such that 9' = M{9') the following should hold: 
m. . 
-^\s=o- = 0. 
Of course, this statement is based on the assumptions that any local maximum does not 
exist on the boundary of Q and that there is at least one maximum of /(5) on If the 
above condition holds, a stationary point is a good candidate for local maximum. 
The next issue is to improve the possibility that the found stationary point is a local 
maximum by requiring M{9) to have the property that 1(9^^^) < 1(9^^'*'^^) where is 
the sequence produced by M{-). This will ensure that the sequence wiU not converge to 
a saddle point. We define this property as monotone convergence. 
Third consideration would concern convergence. Although, the monotone convergence 
property above preserves convergence of by assuming boundedness of l{9), it 
does not imply convergence of If it is difficult to find a 9^°^ that leads to con­
vergence of then the algorithm will be less preferable. For further discussion, we 
denote || -1| as spectral matrix or vector norm, that is, |(A|j is square root of the largest 
eigenvalue of A^A. The following lemma and its proof by Ortega and Rheinboldt(l970) 
is useful for assessing the convergability of 
Lemma 1 (Contraction Mapping Theorem) Suppose a continuous mapping M{9)  on Q 
is differentiable and has as its derivative DM(9). If there is a closed set fio C such 
that 
\ \DM{9) \ \  < A < 1, for aU (9 € fio, (2.1) 
and if 9 € Qo implies M(9) € fio, then every sequence from Af(-) with any 9^°^ 6 Qq 
converges  to  unique 9 '  £  Qq such that  M{9' ' )  =  9 ' .  
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Proof By Mean Value Theorem and asstunption (2.1), Lipschitz condition holds as 
follows; 
< (2.2) 
where  6o — a6i + (1 — a)02 for some a G [0,1]. This condition leads to 
||0('+i) _ ^(0|| < - ^(o)||, (2.3) 
and hence 
||5('+p) _^(0|| < _J_||^(t+i)_5(0||^ (2.4) 
1 A 
< (2.5) 
where each of 0^'^ € ^0,^ = 0, l,--- by the assumption of closedness of Qq for M(-). 
Thus, by last inequality above, is a Cauchy sequence which implies convergence 
to some 9' and 6' € fio due to closedness of flo- This proves the existence of 6'. 
For proof of uniqueness of 9 '  € flot suppose that 9"^  6 fio is another fixed point of 
M{9). By the Lipschitz condition (2.2) above, 
Il«- -  9-^11 = \ \M(n -  M(9+)|| < A||«- - 9+11 (2.6) 
Thus A > L which leaxis to a contradiction and the proof is complete. 
An M(-) that has the property (2.2) with 0 < A < 1 is said to be contractive. In 
fact, by having a contractive iteration function, it will be easier to analyze the speed of 
the algorithm as weU. as guarantee its convergence. M{-) which has lajger fio in which 
M{-) is contractive is more favorable and should be first considered. 
Computational burden for finding maxima of 1(0)  in case of convergence is an im­
portant consideration for efficiency of ML algorithms. The amount of computing can be 
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divided into CPU time for computing M{B)  and the number of iterations needed for the 
desired convergence. 
Assume that the stopping criterion for an ML algorithm is ~ ^'11 < 
that converges to some fixed point 6 ' .  Then as t  increases to a laxge value and 
hence become closer to d'. Mean V«due Theorem leads to 
^('+1) _ r ~ DM{6'){e^'^ - 9'). (2.7) 
Thus we can easily see that the required number of iterations to satisfy the criterion 
is proportional to log(A') = log(||DAf(0*)||). A' and DM{d') axe called the global 
(asymptotic) rate of convergence, and the rate of convergence, respectively. Thus we 
can assess to the amount of computation needed with CPU time for computing Mi9) 
and the  s ize  of  \ \DM{6' ) \ \ .  
As we have discussed in this section, an efl5.cient ML algorithm is defined relatively 
rather than absolutely as an iterative method with M{9) satisfying the following condi­
tions: 
[a] any 9 '  such that 9 '  =  M{9' )  should imply = 0, 
[b] there is a large closed subset fio of Q such that \ \DM{9) \ \  <  1, for all ^ 6 fio, 
where DM{-) is the first derivative of M(-), 
[c] 1{B)  <  l[M{9))  for aU 0 6 
[d] small computation time for computing M{9)  and 
[e] small A' where A' = \ \DM{0' ) \ \ ,  and 9 '  is a fixed point of M{9) .  
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2.2 Approximations to the Likelihood Fimction 
A practical way to construct M{6)  is to find a function A{d\9 ' )  which approximates 
l{6) in the neighborhood of 0', the current iterate. Of course, A(d\6') must be easy to 
mcLximize, and lead M{0') = argmax^ A{d\$') to possess the properties [a]-[e] defined in 
Section 2.1. 
2.2.1 Quadratic Approximation: Newton-type Algorithms 
One popular approximation to the nonlinear function l{6) given current iterate 0', is 
the quadratic approximation, 
A^{9\e ' )  =  l {6 ' )  +  {9 -  B' fDl {9 ' )  +  ^ (0 -  6'YDH{9' ) {9  -  9' ) ,  (2.8) 
whose majdmizer with respect to the first argument is 
M^{9' )  =  9 ' -  {DH{9' ) ) - ' -DI{9 ' ) ,  (2.9) 
where Dl[ - ) ,  D'^l { - )  axe first and second derivatives of /(•), respectively. It is more com­
monly known as Newton's algorithm. 
The iteration function Mq{9)  yields DMq{9' )  =  0 where 9'  is a fixed point of M(9) .  
This property leads to super-linear convergence which implies that 
||0('+i) — 0'|| < — 0'||^ for some a > 0. (2-10) 
if is in the neighborhood of 9' .  
The following lemma is modified from the global convergence theorem for Newton's 
method by Ortega and Rheinboldt(1970). 
Lemma 2 Let Dl{9)  be continuous, differentiable, and concave on f2. And suppose that 
D^l{9)  is  negat ive def ini te  for  a l l  ^  €  f i .  Then every sequence generated f rom Mg{9)  
with any 9^°^  € Q converges  to  the  unique f ixed point  of  Mq(9) .  
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In many cases, however, D^l{0)  is not negative definite for every ^ G and when 
D^l{d') is not negative definite, the following may happen: 
A{M{e ')\e') = 1(6 ' )  - [Di ie ' ) ] '^DHi9' ) [Di ie ' ) ]  
<  A(0 '10 ' )  = W (2.11) 
so that convergence to a local maximum is not ensured. To rectify this, the quadratic 
approximation is modified by finding an appropriate negative definite Hessiaji matrix 
H{9) to replace D'^l[d') in (2.8), i.e., 
= l{9 ' )  +  {9-  9 ' fDl{9 ' )  +  ^ {9  -  9' fH{9 ' ){B -  9') .  (2.12) 
This approach has produced many different modified algorithms known as Newton-type 
methods. (See Ortega and Rheinboldt(1970), and Kennedy and Gentle(1980) for details 
of these methods). 
As Bohning and Lindsay(1988) point out, however, even if an appropriate negative 
definite Hessian matrix is foimd and the quadratic approximation to I(9) is well-defined, 
monotonic convergence as defined by condition [c| may not be achievable. To remedy 
this, a modified version of M,, 
=9'-  a{H{9 ' ) ) - 'Dl{9 ' )  (2.13) 
is commonly used. To guarantee monotonic convergence, a is obtained in each iteration 
from a linear search in order that /(M,m(^')) ^ holds. However, evaluating 1(9) in 
each iteration to obtain a suitable a might lead to considerable increase in computation 
in each iteration especially when the computational cost of 1(9) is high. 
On the other hand, Bohning and Lindsay(1988) propose a monotone quadratic ap­
proximation method that avoids linear search, called the lower boimd (LB) algorithm 
which is based on the following lemma: 
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Lemma 3 Suppose that there is a negative definite scalar Hessian matrix H such that 
H < D^l{9) for all 5 € fl. Then the lower boimd algorithm with its iteration function 
Mib{9)  =  e  -  01(6)  (2.14) 
satisfies [a], [b] with CIq = [c] of the conditions stipulated for an efficient ML algorithm, 
and its asymptotic rate of convergence is ||/ — Dl{6')\\ < 1. 
By the Lemma above, it is not necessciry for LB algorithm to perform linear search 
in each iteration. However, if l[B) is not well-approximated by a quadratic function, i.e., 
Dl{6) is not approximately linear, and D^l{6') can not be bounded below; hence it is 
not possible to obtaiin monotonic sequence by this strategy. Furthermore, if H is much 
different from D^l{6'). the algorithm becomes intolerably slow. 
The following algorithm and theorem are extended from the lower bound algorithm. 
Each {t + l)th iteration of Extended Lower-Bound QA (ELBQA) Algorithm is defined 
by 
^  g { t )  _ (2.15) 
where is a symmetric, negative definite matrix such that <  D ^ l { Q )  for aU 
9 € {9'-, D'^l{d') is negative definite} belonging to the multivariate interval 
The multivariate interval is defined as the following; 
= {5; 0 = 7^^''-I-(1 — for some 7, 0 < 7 < 1}. 
Theorem 1 Let denote the sequence produced by ELBQA algorithm in (2.15). 
Then the sequence is a monotonely increasing sequence in the sense that l{9^^^) < 
guaranteed to converge to 9 such that Dl{9) = 0 if /(•) is boimded above, and 
has its convergence rate 
\ \ I - B - ' { 9 ) D H { 9 ) \ \ < 1  (2.16) 
Proof of the above theorem follows in the saxne lines as that of theorem of lower-bound 
algorithm in Bohning and Lindsay(1988). 
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Corollary 1 Let 6 be one dimensional and 6 a local majcimum.]f D'^ l{6)  is negative 
and strictly decreasing function on segment 0"^ = (5,oo), or if D^l{9) is negative ajid 
strictly increasing function on segment 0"^ = (—oo,5), then Newton-Raphson algorithm 
with € 0"^ is an ELBQA algorithm. 
Since the quadratic approximation may nm into problems when the loglikelihood 
surface  is  markedly  non-quadrat ic ,  one  in tui t ive  solut ion is  the  l inear iza t ion of  Dl{d)  
which induces a well-defined quadratic approximation of 1(9). If a positive definite block 
diagonal matrix K{9) exists such that Dli,{9) = K{9)Dl{9) has negative definite slope 
which is almost constant for all 5, i.e., 
Dkie)  =  K{9)Dl{9)  ~ + 6 (2.17) 
for some negative definite matrix A and a vector 6, the conditions [a]-[e] for an efficient 
ML algor i thms axe eas i ly  ver i f ied  to  hold .  Formal ly ,  assuming exis tence  of  such a  K{9) ,  
linearized quadratic approximations is 
Aa9\e ' )  =  l{9 ' )  +  {9-  9 ' fDlLi9 ' )  +  \{9  -  9'YdHl{9 ' ){9  -  9% (2.18) 
which leads to 
MU9')  =  9 ' -  {DHLi9 ' ) ) - 'DlL{9 ' ) .  (2.19) 
where is the first derivative of above. This linearization may be viewed 
as a way to reparameterize 5 to a parameterization < f )  =  4 > { 9 )  if we set K { 9 )  = ||, where 
(p{9) is one-to-one function. The linearization factor K{9) is usually foimd by inspection 
of the algebraic form of Dl(-), reparameterization, or by using graphical methods in low 
dimensions. A detailed discussion of this approach is presented in Chapter 2. 
2.2.2 Complete-data Likelihood Approximations: EM-type Algorithms 
Another popular ML algorithm in statistics is the Expectation-Maximization(EM) 
algorithm in which, assuming that missing data is random, 1(9) is approximated by the 
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conditional expectation of complete data (missing data + observed data) loglikelihood 
given observed data  and the  current  i tera te  d ' .  
Define x € X to be complete data, some part of which, y  is observed, fc{x \6)  and 
fo{y\d) to be probability density functions of complete data and observed data, respec­
tively. This is viewed as a missing data problem in which we do not observe complete 
data X directly but indirectly through X{y), the set of aJl possible x's with observed 
data y. The goal is to find the maximum point of observed-data loglikelihood, 
l {e )  =  log fo{y \9)  =  log f  fc{x \d)dx  (2.20) 
J X { y )  
In order to construct an iteration function, Dempster et al(1977) introduce an approxi­
mation function 
J X ( y )  f o {y \0 ' )  
= Ei logMx\0) \yJ ' ) .  (2.21) 
and prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 4 Any M{6') such that AEM{M[6')\6') > AEM{G'W) implies that 1{M{9')) > L{9') 
for all 9' 6 
The lemma above Cein be proved by showing that 
REM{9\9') = AEM{9\9') -  L{9) < REM{9'\9% (2.22) 
that is, 
D^°REM{9\9) = D°'REM{9\9) = Q, (2.23) 
and both of REM{9\D) and REM{9\9) are negative semi-definite, where 
f {a ,  b)  denotes zth ajid jth derivative of f  for first and second argument, respectively. 
By the monotonic property above, the convergence of a sequence {/(^^*^)} from the EM 
algori thm is  guaranteed under the assumption of  boundedness of  1(9) .  
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If there exist K{9) ,Ti{x) ,  and t2{x)  such that 
K(6)^ log Ux\«) = T,(x)e - t^(x), (2.24) 
where K[6)  is a positive definite matrix, Ti{x)  is a nonsingular matrix, and t2{x)  is a 
vector, the iteration function for the EM algorithm 
MEM^ = «' - [D^AEmmn' 'D" 'ABMLm6')  
= [£(ri(i)|!,,«')]-'£fe(i)|y.«') 
has a unique closed form for maximizing (2.21) and is the iteration function of the EM 
algorithm, where 
D'^'AEMdeW) = K{e)D'°AEM{e\e') 
and Aeml{9W) is the derivative of AEML{9\d') with respect to the first argument. 
In this case, we can verify that a 0' such that 
D^^'AEMdO'lB') = 0 impUes Aem{0'\0') = Dl{e') = 0, 
i.e.. that 6' is a stationary point of l{9). 
Assuming negative definite D^lid") for such a 0', the eisymptotic rate of convergence 
of the algorithm is 
\ \DMEM(r) \ \  =  \ \ [ -[D^AEMme-) \ - 'D^Kn\ \  
< l|[0'°AEM{tf-|r)]-'||||c™fl£„(rir)ii (2.25) 
< WiD'^REMme-) + 0";(6I-)]-'||||D®BE„(9-|«-)ii 
< 1 
The form of given in (2.24) is common when the complete data density belongs to 
the exponential family. When the closed form does not exist, instead of ma.yimi7:iTig 
AEM{OW) in each iteration, merely increasing from AEM{6'\0'), that is, finding such 
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that might be more efficient. This defines a general 
class of algorithms known as generalized EM(GEM) algoritimis. One example of a GEM 
algorithm is the EM gradient algorithm which uses another quadratic approximation to 
increase Aem{^W) in each iteration. GEM algorithms, however, cam produce a sequence 
whose limit is not a stationary point of /(5) unless the complete data density is from the 
exponential family (Wu, 1983). 
EM (and, in general, GEM) algorithm can be used for estimation of parameters in 
various statistical models by tadcing the latent variable as unobserved (missing) data. 
And since complete-data loglikelihood is relatively simple, EM algorithm usually has a 
partial model reduction, that is, full computation of inverse matrix [£'(ri(a:)|y,^)]~^ is 
not necessary because Ti(x) is usually block diagonal. Although these schemes satisfy 
the condition [a]-[d] for ML algorithms, they might be very slow and practically useless 
when the the proportion of missing data is relatively large compared to observed data 
since the sequence from EM is converging linearly with rate of convergence matrix given 
in (2.25). 
2.2.3 Other approximations 
• Quadratic Approximation with Block Diagonal Hessian: Assuming that 
parameter vector 6 consists of p block vectors • • •, ^ p, this approximation func­
tion is given by 
A, i{d \9 ' )  =  l ie ' )  +  i9-9 ' fDl(8 ' )  
-  d^b^ockdiagih i ie ' i ) ,  •  •  • ,  Ap(^p)) (0  -  0' ) ,  (2.26) 
where each of /i,(-),z = is appropriate Hessian corresponding to and 
blockdiag{-  •  • )  denotes block diagonal matrix with element • • •. ] f  hA9;)  = is 
^ ' OU% 
used, then this approximation leaxis to the Jacobi-Newton algorithm, a nonlinear 
Jacobi method which is introduced in Section 2.3. 
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• Quadratic Approximation with Hessian, : The approximation function 
A,,{e\e') = i{6') + {e- e'fDi{9') + ^ {e  -  e ' f {d  - o ' )  {2.27) 
leads to the steepest ascent algorithm (Kermedy and Gentle, 1980), overrelaxation, 
and univariate Aitken acceleration algorithm according to methods used for esti­
mating a. Overrelaxation, and the univariate Aitken acceleration algorithm will 
be defined in Section 2.3. 
2.3 The Extensions of Numerical Linear System Solvers 
to ML Algorithms 
In this section, we review iterative linear system solvers and extend them in order to 
develop new, efficient ML algorithms. 
2.3.1 Numerical Linear System Solvers 
When we have a linear system A9 = b where A is a. p x p nonsingular matrix with 
elements a,j and 6 is p x 1 vector with elements 6,-, we can solve the system by several 
iterative schemes. One such is the Jacobi method whose iteration function is 
M JA I B ' )  =  AO'[B-{AL + A U )E ']  =  { M ( R - - , M ' ^ F ,  
p  
~  ^ j j  ~  ~  '  '  iP -
Mi 
where Ao, Al and Au are p x p matrices which consist of diagonal, strictly lower 
triangulaj , and strictly upper triajigular elements of A, respectively. Since 
D M J A { 9 )  = — A ' ^ { A L  + Au)  
is constant over 6 ,  Jacobi converges lineaxly if A  and 2 A D  —  A  axe positive definite 
matrix. 
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Gauss-Seidel method improves the speed of Jacobi by using iterates which are up­
dated in previous steps in each new iteration. Its iteration function is 
Mgs{0 ' )  = {AD +  AL)~ '^{b-Aud ' )  =  {m'{ , - - - ,m^) ' ^ ,  
p  p  
= ajJ-{b j  -  ^  ajk&'k - ^  ajkm^)J = I, •••,?• 
k > j  k < j  
With constcLnt rate of convergence DMgs{6) = —{Ad + Au)~^Au, convergence of this 
method is guaranteed if A is a positive definite. 
One popular acceleration method of linear-converging sequences is by using an over-
relaxation parameter. Assuming Af(-) is a linear-converging iteration function, the im­
proved iteration function with overrelaxation is 
= (1 -u j )6 '^uM{e ' ) ,  (2.28) 
where 1 < u; < 2. Successive overrelaxation(SOR) method is a overrelaxation scheme 
applied to the Gauss-Seidel method. That is, the iteration function of SOR is 
Msor(u){^') = (1 —u})6' +u;AfGs(^')- (2.29) 
We can easily verify that if X^s = !!^Mgs(^)!! < I and 1 < u; < 1/(1 — Acs), then 
11Z)Msohm(^)1I = \\{l-u;)I + u}DMGsm\ 
= (l-a;)+u;|lDMGs(^)|| 
= |1 — a; + u;Ag5)| < Acs- (2.30) 
If A is positive defimte and if u; C (1,2), then the SOR is convergent regardless of 
XGS- For example, overrelaxation with UJ = 1/(1 — Acs), called the univariate Aitken 
acceleration is a special Ccise. Although this method has zero asymptotic rate of con­
vergence by equation (2.30), when estimated Xcs is bigger than 0.5, difference between 
true Xcs and its numerical estimate may cause w > 2/(1 - Acs), ||£^M^sofl(u;)(^)|| > 1, 
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and hence divergence in the aJgorithm. But when the estimated Acs is smaller than 0.5, 
Aitken acceleration of Gauss-Seidel is always convergent since a; = 1/(1 — Acs) € (1-2). 
Since the convergence matrix of Gauss-Seidel, DMcsi^) = (^d + A.L )~^AU is non-
symmetric, i.e. a non-normzJ matrix, the largest eigenvalue of DMcsi^) niay be a 
complex number, further accelerations of Gauss-Seidel and SOR which are based on an 
estimate of the largest eigenvalue of convergence matrix may not be possible. A simple 
approach for maJdng the convergence matrix of Gauss-Seidel and SOR symmetric, is by 
the use of symmetric iteration, that is, by running one more iteration of Gauss-Seidel(or 
SOR) in the reverse order after each iteration is run in a given order. For more details 
of iterative linear system solvers, refer to Young(1982). 
2.3.2 Use of Linear System Solvers in ML Algorithms 
There are two ways of applying Gauss-Seidel (GS) to maximization problems. One 
is to use one or several iteration of GS in solving D^^A{0\d') = 0 in each iteration. Since 
D^^A{9\6') = 0 can be easily a linear problem, A{d\6') = C9 -t- c = 0 for some 
square matrix C and vector c, this extension of GS might be effective, when 9 has large 
dimension. We shall call this scheme approximated Gauss-Seidel (AGS). 
The other approach is to divide 9  into subsets and likelihood equation 
Dl{9)  = 0 into corresponding partitioned equations Dli{9 i )  =  0 ,  -  •  • ,  Dlp{9p)  =  0, re­
spectively and solve every approximated likelihood equation 
D'" Aims') = = 
once or several times in each iteration. This method is known as nonlinear Gauss-Seidel 
(NGS). 
If the iterate in previous iteration is used in the next iteration instead of continuing to 
use the last iterate from the previous step, the scheme is called nonlinear Jacobi.(NJA) 
When the off-diagonals of d^l{9) axe relatively small, nonlineax Jacobi saves on compu­
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tations necessary to be done in each step of NGS, while it has speed similar to that of 
NGS. 
2.3.2.1 Newton-type Algorithms 
Since methods of quadratic approximation described in Subsection 2.2.1 are designed 
to solve a linear system of the form 
H{9 ' )e  =  H{9 ' )6 '  -  Dl{e ' )  (2.31) 
in each iteration, we can easily apply several iterations of Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel to 
each iteration of these methods. Running one iteration of Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel in 
the quadratic approximation method, for example, provides a smaller step 9^^^ — 
than when direct quadratic approximation method is used, and then leads to a well-
fitted quadratic approximation in the neighborhood of 9^^~^K However, convergence of 
quadratic approximated Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel depends on the convergence of the orig­
inal quadratic approximation algorithm. (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) 
Partition 9  and 01(9)  into 9i , - - -  ,9^  and Dli i9 i \9^ i ) ,  • • •, Dlp{9p\9^p), respectively, 
where 9^j = {9i, • • •, 9j^i, 0j+i, • • •, 9p)^. Let D^ljj{9j\9^j),j = 1, • • • ,p denote the jth 
diagonal element of D^l{9). Then the ith iteration of nonlinear Gauss-Seidel using 
quadratic approximation (NGSQ) has p steps, the jth step of which computes 
= ef - for j = (2.32) 
where = (df"*"'', • • - Hence, its iteration function is 
MNGSQ{9) = {MI{9),  • •  • ,  MP{9))'^.  
The usefulness of this algorithm can be seen by the following two theorems: 
Theorem 2 Suppose that for a local maximum 9^ each of D^ljj{9j\d^j) < 0, j = 1, • • • 
is strictly increasing on (—oo,5j] and strictly decreasing on [dj,oo) with respect to the 
f i rs t  a rg imaent .  Then {/ (^^ '^ )}  f rom the  NGSQ converges  monotonely  to  l {9 ) .  
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Theorem 3 Under the same assumption as in Theorem 2 above, Partition D^l{d)  into 
D'^l{9) = L D U, where D,L, zind U are diagonal, strictly lower triangular, and 
strictly upper triangulax matrices of Then the NGSQ has its rate of convergence 
D M N G S Q  = - D - \ L  + U) - { D  +  (2.33) 
If off-diagonals of D^l{9)  are relatively small, we can use NJA using quadratic ap­
proximation (NJAQ). In fact, this NJAQ is the same as usual quadratic approximation 
where D^l{9) is assmned to be a diagonal matrix. 
2.3.2.2 EM-type Algorithms 
Approximated Gauss-Seidel version of EM algorithm is the Expectation-Conditional 
Maximization(ECM) algorithm of Meng and Rubin(1993). Assimie 6 is partitioned into 
several vectors, i.e., 6 = (0i, • • •,9p)^. If there exist /v(-),T'i(-,•), and t2{-, •) for a given 
complete-data loglikelihood fc{x\9) such that 
^"(^ )^ log /c (a: |0 )  =  Ti{x ,9 )9  - t2{x ,9 ) ,  (2.34) 
where the ith block rows of the p  x  p  block matrix, Ti{x ,9 )  and the zth block of the 
p X 1 block vector t2{x,d) are not dependent on = l,---,p. Of course, 9 need to 
be reparameterized to obtain equation (2.34) or more complex partitioning using space­
filling condition(Meng and Rubin, 1993) might be needed. Definitions related to the 
space-filling is presented in Appendix B. 
Each iteration of a ECM algorithm performs an iteration of Gauss-Seidel to solve 
the linear system, 
EiT ,{x ,9 ) \y ,9 ' )9  =  E{t2{x ,9 ) \y ,9 ' ) ,  (2.35) 
where 9 '  is the current iterate of the parameter vector, and y  is the observed data. In 
general, ECM has slower convergence rate than EM algorithm, but retains the same 
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desirable convergence properties as EM (See Meng(1994), Meng and Rubin(1993) for 
details). 
Meng(1994) also shows that the rate of convergence of ECM given a fixed point 0* is 
D M E C M { 0 ' )  = D M E M I D ' )  + D M C M { E ' ) { L  -  DM£Af(0-)), (2.36) 
where D M E M [Q ') = [ 0 " ^ ° with A E M  and R E M  defined 
in Section 2.2.2, is the rate of convergence of EM algorithm assuming we maximize 
in  each  i te ra t ion  for  a  g iven  model ,  and  DMc\ f (0 ' )  =  —{DEM+LEM )~^UEM 
is the rate of convergence of iterative conditional modes algorithm assuming we have com­
plete data and DEMJ LEMI and UEM are diagonal, strictly lower triangtdeir, and strictly 
upper triangular matrices containing the corresponding elements of 
spectively. 
A modified version of ECM algorithm can be obtained by performing more than one 
iteration of Gauss-Seidel to solve (2.35) after each E-step. We shall denote this as the 
Expectation-Repeated Conditional Maximizations(ERCM) algorithm. ERCM inherits 
aU convergence properties of ECM described in Meng and Rubin(1993) and in addition, 
improves convergence rate of ECM adgorithm, due to this simple modification. 
Theorem 4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 in Meng(1994), the rate of convergence 
of ERCM is given by 
DMercm{^') = DMEM{^') + {DMcMT[i^ — DMEMi&')h (2.37) 
where r is the number of repetitions, 
The proof of the Theorem 4 follows in the same lines as the convergence result in 
the case of ECM (Meng 1994). By equation (2.37), the speed of ERCM (r = 2 without 
loss of generality) is 
I  —  D M E R C M  = [ I  —  { D M C M ) ^ ) { I  —  D M E M )  
=  { I + D M C M ) { I - D M C M ) { I - D M E M )  
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= { I  — DMCM){I  — DMecm) I  
where D M E C M  is the rate of convergence of ECM. ERCM is typically faster than ECM 
because of the fact that positive definiteness of implies 0 < ||DM^^|| < 1. 
ERCM is useful especially when E-step has a relatively large computational burden 
compared to the CM-steps in ECM. For practical purposes, repeating CM-steps once, 
that is setting r = 2, is siifficient in many cases. 
2.3.2.3 Overrelaxation Methods in ML Algorithms 
Overxelaxation methods for nonlinear systems are a little different from those for 
linear systems. Since any sequence from nonlinear system solvers do not converge linearly 
at the beginning, we have to make use of the overrelaxation parameter uj only when 
the sequence is beginning to converge linearly. Overrelajcation method for monotone 
approximation algorithms is justified by the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 Assmne that A{6\6') is a concave function over the first argument given 
any 6' ajid that overrelaxation for the algorithm is started for a sufficient large t' so 
that 
R { t )  = - T(iV/((9<-J) - (?(•)) (2.38j 
is negligible for each t > i', where M(-) is the iteration function of the algorithm. 
Suppose that A{M{6)\d) > A{6\d) and that this implies 1{M{6)) > l{9) for all 0 € 
n, that is, the algorithm has the monotone convergence property. If [uj - l)/r < 
1 for a given uj such that 1 < w < 2, then the overrelaxation method given by 
= (1 for t  >  t '  (2.39) 
also has monotone convergence, and its rate of convergence is (1 —U J )[ -'r U I D M { Q ' ) .  
Proof By assumption above, 
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= { i j  -  l )(M(Af(^( ')))  -  M{e^ '^ ) ) lT  + 
= {u- 1)M{M{B^'^))It  + (1 -  (w -  l)/r)M(0( 'J)  
= -  ^)g( tH-2 )  ^  ~  J f f ( t + l )  
T  T  
Then since (a; — l)/r < 1, concavity of completes the first part of proofs. The 
second part is trivial. 
Thus, an overrelaxation method based on a monotonely convergent approximation 
method inherits the monotone convergence property. A^i9\6') is always concave, and 
the concavity of AEM{B\S') can be easily verified when complete-data density is from 
regular exponential family (Dempster et al, 1977). Also, u> can be obtained by setting 
u; r; I + f, where f is the numerical convergence rate of Because computing 
numerical convergence rate of is computationally cost free, overrelaxation for 
GEM algorithms increases the efficiency for many models. In addition, one can easily 
derive supplementary algorithms for computing an approximated vaxiance-covariaace 
matrix for a fixed point 9. Note that, in practice, a suitable cutoff value for a negligible 
R{t), which is the criterion used for checking linear convergence, is about 0.005 ~ 0.0005. 
2.4 Generalized Conditional Maximization Algorithms 
As we review approximations for maximization of loglikelihood, we find that there 
is no perfect scheme which works for all probabilistic models. Furthermore, even in 
considering a single model, one approximation might be suitable for a part of parameter 
space while a different scheme may work for the rest. Accordingly, we introduce an 
approach towards efficient ML computations through an algorithm we term generalized 
conditional maximization (GCM). 
For the purpose of defining the GCM algorithm, divide 6  into B block vectors 
9ii 62-,' • • 1 9b-, and define Gci9), c = 1, • • •, C as, possibly overlapping, subsets of these 
block vectors, i.e., Gc{9) = {9^, ^ cj, • • •, ; c,- € {1,2, • • •, B}}, where Be is the number 
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of block vectors in each subset, Gc{9), c = 1, • • •, C, and 6 = C\^iGc{9). 
Definition: GCM algorithm denotes the iterate after c — 1th cycle of each iter­
ation. A ith iteration of GCM consists of C cycles, each cth cycle of which has three 
steps: 
Approximation step(A-step): compute which is an approximation function 
of l { d )  in the neighborhood of with complement set of G c { 0 )  { =  d C \  [ G c { 9 ) Y )  fixed 
at the previous iterate. 
Conditional Maximization steps(CM-steps) : find 6 = 1, • • •, 5c such that 
4C(^(C-I+6/Bc)|^(C-I)) > A" 
for aU 5 6 {9en:9*d,,= ^ ^(c-i+(b-i)/Bc)y^ 
where * is the set-difference operator. 
Repetition step(R-step): Repeat CM-step or both of A-step and CM-step times. 
The fth iteration is completed by setting Optionally, an 
overrelaxation of this iterate can be performed: 
Overrelaxation (optional): Perform overrelaxation procedure at the end of the iteration 
as described in Section 2.3, i.e., new = (1 — +uj9^^'^^K 
Dividing 9  into 9 i ,92, - • • ,9b as defined above is a simple partition of the parameter 
space. Partition by space-filling conditions(Meng and Rubin, 1993) would be more gen­
eral and can be applied to GCM without difficulty, (see Appendix B for more details) 
In most cases, however, a simple partition with necessary reparameterization is suffi­
cient. The R-step may only be necessary to balance differences in speed among cycles. 
Whether we repeat CM-steps or both of A-step and CM-steps in an R-step depends on 
the computational complexity of If computational biirdens of A-step and 
CM-step are similar, repeating both of A-step and CM-step leads to faster convergence. 
However, when computing cost of A-step is relatively large, repeating only the CM-steps 
is a good idea for increasing efficiency. Note that methods of quadratic approximation 
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and EM algorithm become special cases of the GCM algorithm with one cycle and only 
one CM step where gi{6) consists of only one block vector. 
Since the ECM algorithm also can be viewed as a GCM with one cycle consisting of 
p CM steps and and no R-step, we may regard ERCM algorithm as a GCM with one 
cycle of p CM steps and an R-step which repeats the CM steps only. Also overrelaxation 
of a GEM algorithm can be considered as a special case of GCM using overrelaxation as 
the iterative scheme over cycles. 
A method based on a single approximation with single full maximization might be 
enough for most of simple statistical models. But many complex and sophisticated 
models have been developed in the areas of robustness, missing data, correlated data, 
and more flexible and efficient techniques are needed for these models. We believe that 
GCM cilgorithm plays a role as a flexible approach for these problems. 
Before going into further discussion in Chapter 3, the difference between GCM and 
ECME should be mentioned. Partition 9 to (^1,^2)- For ffi, each iteration of ECME 
maximizes the conditional expectation of complete-data loglikelihood given observed 
data, while it directly maximizes observed loglikelihood l(ff) for ^2- The maximization 
for i-G-i direct maximization of 1(0) in terms of 02? is generally performed by several 
iterations of a quadratic approximation method unless a closed form solution exists for 
this maximization. However, although maximizing 1(9) in terms of 02 by a quadratic 
approximation method in each iteration is ideal, it is not practical since too many 
unnecessaxy inner iterations are needed for the inner maximization of 1(0). Thus, either 
one or a few inner iterations are generally done instead of full maximization. This 
practical ECME as well as the ideal one can be viewed as a GCM algorithm consisting 
of two approximations, EM and quadratic with several R-steps for 02- But more efficient 
GCM algorithms than the ECME can be developed so that it avoids the problem of inner 
maximizations in each iteration. We will discuss these in later chapters. 
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3 LINEARIZATION OF LIKELIHOOD EQUATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
In Section 2.2, aji overview of two approximation methods which axe populax in 
statistics was presented. Linearity of the specified likelihood equation is advantageous 
in the complete-data approximation as well as in the quadratic approximation since 
linearity implies the existence of a closed form solution to the complete-data likelihood 
equations. 
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, conventional lineaxization involves multiplying Dl{9)  
by a positive definite matrix K{0) so that Dl£,{&) = K{d)Dl{6) is nearly linear. In this 
case, instead of the iteration function of quadratic approximation function, the linearized 
iteration function 
= 9'  - [DHL{9)] - 'Dld6)  
is used giving a modified Newton's algorithm, where is the first derivative of 
DIl{9) .  
There are few examples of this linearization in statistical literature, Cailanan and 
Harville(1991) foimd some lineaxization factors K{9) with different parameterizations to 
improve speed and convergence of Newton's algorithms for REML estimation of variance 
components. They derived their linearization factors from analogy of the baiaxiced data 
case. But it seems that there axe no guidelines for obtaining such linearization factors 
in general. 
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In this chapter, we establish a procedure for finding the linearization factors for fast 
and monotone convergence of Newton's algorithm in univariate parameter case. Once 
we construct the theorem and provide guidelines for the univariate case, we can apply 
them for multivariate problems using Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods. Thus univariate 
linearization helps the development of an efl&cient GCM algorithms that wUl be discussed 
in later chapters. 
Section 3.2 provides a new definition of the linearization factor K{6) and an existence 
theorem of such a K{d) under mild conditions in the one dimensional paxameter case. A 
procedure for determining the linearization factor is described in Section 3.3 and three 
examples of applications of univariate linearization are presented in Section 3.4. 
3.2 Theory of Univariate Linearization 
Transforming the nonlinear likelihood equations to be exactly a linear function is, 
although ideal, impossible to achieve in general. But in the univariate case, by Corollary 
1 in Subsection 2.2.1, we learned that if the score fimction Dl{Q) is concave (convex) 
on a subspace in which Dl{9) is negative (positive), the sequence of the iterates from 
Newton's algorithm is guaranteed to converge monotonely to a local majcimum when 
the initial value belongs to that subspace. 
Similaxly, we can derive a multivariate version of the monotone global convergence 
theorem of Newton's algorithm. This theorem can be also used with EM gradient al­
gorithm for preserving monotone convergence. Before proceeding further, we define the 
concept of linearization of likelihood equations as follows: 
Linearization is defined by multiplying the score function Dl{9)  by a positive definite 
matr ix  K[0)  in  order  to  obta in  a  near ly  l inear  and  concave  (convex)  funct ion  Dlu{9)  =  
K{9)Dl{9)  on the  subspace  in  which  Dl[ , {9)  i s  negat ive  (pos i t ive) .  We shal l  ca l l  K{9)  
the linearization fax:tor. Optimal linearization is a linearization for which K{d) leads to 
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the smallest ||Z?^/£(5)||. A linearization guarantees fast speed of convergence as well as 
monotone convergence if an eilmost-optimal K{d) can be found. 
CoroUary 1 in Chapter 1 actually suggests a strong reason for seeking a linearization 
in the univariate case. That is, if we can find a lineaxization factor satisfying the above 
definition under the assumption of the CoroUary, the sequence from Newton's 
algorithm constructed from £>/£,(•), I[,{•), and a stutably chosen initial value always 
converges monotonely to a unique local maximum. The following Lemma states this 
CoroUaxy in a useful form: 
Lemma 1 Assume that L { 6 )  : —)• R }  has 0  as the only stationary point which is 
the local maximum on [a, 6]. If there is a K{D) : [a, 6] —= (O.oo) such that 
DIL{0) = K{6)DL[6) is concave (convex) on [0,6] ([a, ^ ]), then Newton's algorithm with 
initial value 0^°^ € [0,6] (€ [a, <9]) defined as has 
monotone convergence and its sequence of iterates converges to 9 .  
Proof of this lemma is obvious by Corollary 1 in Subsection 2.2.1 since D L { 9 )  has 
the same stationary point 9 and the same sign as DIL{9) on [a. 6]. The existence of such 
K{9) is proved by the univariate linearization theorem as follows: 
Theorem 1 Assimie that there exists a positive, concave, and increasing function t { 9 )  :  
n —>• .And suppose that I(9) : —>• R'- has 0, the only stationary point which 
is a local majcimum on [a,bj, and that L{9) has continuous first derivative DL{9) and 
continuous second derivative D^L{9). Then for any t{9) and any L{9) satisfying these 
assimiptions, there is a positive (negative) value p' such that DIL{9) = {t{9)YDl{9) is 
concave (convex) on [5,6] ([a,  0]) for all  /? > p' {p < p') .  
Proof Note that D L [ 9 )  < 0 on (0,6] and that D L { 9 )  and D ^ L { 9 )  are bounded on [0,6]. 
Set 
m{9)Dm\  P I  =  m^ ———, (3.1) 
M S , B ]  - D L { 9 )  
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Si[9) = {t{9)y'Dl{e), and 
\D^S ,{e )Dt{9) \  
«e(M —L'Oi(6') 
Then it is siifficient to prove that 
S^ iO)  = { t {9) )^Sx{9)  =  { t{e )r^^Dl{Q]  
is concave on [9 ,b] .  By (3.1), Si{9)  has first derivative 
DSi(9)  =  i t {9)r^  0^1(9)+pi{ t {9)y^ - 'Dt{9)Dl{9)  
which is negative on (0,6|. Since 
D's . i s )  = MP2-m(W{Dtm'Sde)  + Mm) ' ' - 'D ' t {e )SAe)  
+2p2(t(«))"-'Df(«)Z)S,(9) + (t(«)rO"5,(9), (3.3) 
We Cein easily verify that D^S2{9)  is negative on (^,6] by the concavity of t {9 )  and the 
definition of p^. The proof is complete. 
As might be noticed in the proof above, concavity of t {9 )  is a stronger assmnption 
than needed since theorem only requires that t{9) satisfies {Dt{9))^ — t{9)DH{6) > 0. 
By the two theorems above, we can develop a Newton-tjqje algorithm with monotone 
convergence assuming that an appropriate "linearization index" p is selected. 
.A.S an application of Theorem 1, an algorithm using the nonlinear Jacobi and non­
linear Gauss-Seidel with the quadratic approximation can be also adapted to solve a 
multivariate nonlinear likelihood problem by considering it as several univariate nonlin­
ear problems. 
Although lineaxization can dramatically improve conventional maximization algo­
rithms, there is a serious lack of methods for the selection of appropriate lineaxization. 
In statistics, Callanan and Harville(1991) suggest linearization of the score function for 
obtaining maximum likelihood estimates of variance components, but they proposed to 
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derive the lineaxization factor by intuition from studying the balanced data case. In 
the following discussion, we shall consider the univariate likelihood function Z(5); the 
results presented can be extended to the general multi-paxameter likelihood case us­
ing methods indicated above. For the univariate likelihood function l{d), we use plots 
of Dl{9) obtained from simiilated data for selecting the linearization index for a given 
Dl{9) and t{9). Once the linearization index and t(9) is obtained, we can develop fast 
and efficient maximimi likelihood(ML) algorithms by applying Lemma 1. We introduce 
the procedure in detail in Section 3.3. 
3.3 Selection Procedure for Univariate Linearization 
In Section 3.2, we have assumed the existence of a function t {9 )  that satisfies the 
condition of Theorem I. In fact, there are not many suitable selections of t(9) on a given 
parameter space. In other words, the selection totally depends on the parameter space. 
For example, when 9  belongs to = (0,oo) and the loglikelihood is strictly concave 
or concave on the majority of the parameter space, t{9) =9 provides a good linearization 
function in practice. If 9 belongs to = (0,1), although t{9) = 9 can stiU be a selection, 
t{d) = —log{l — 9) is a. better selection. Similarly, t{9) = exp{9) might be more suitable 
on n = (—CO, oo). 
Since the parameter space can be established using a proper reparameterization of 
n, finding t{9) can be considered as obtaining a reparameterization of the loglikelihood 
surface to one that is concave over most of the new parameter space. To determine the 
best t{9), several reparameterizations must be attempted. 
Assimiing that we have selected the best t { 9 ) ,  we use Theorem 1 to determine p .  
Although Theorem 1 is indispensable, pi + P2, provided by the theorem, is not a sharp 
upper-bound for the linearization index p. That is, the smallest p which guarantees 
concavity of DIL{9) on {9,6] is a value in [pi,pi +p2]- La the absence of other information 
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that will provide a sharp upper-bound for p. We suggest below a statistical procedure 
for finding an optimal linearization index: 
0 select a large enough p which guarantees concavity of D L { 6 )  on the subspace. 
L generate m sets of data given the number of observations from the specified density. 
2 compute large enough(say, 200) grid of points of D ^ L { 6 )  over the range of 9  for 
each data set. 
3 continue until the value of D^l{6)  decreases at any grid point. Otherwise, decre­
ment p and go to 1. 
Suppose that e is the error probability that with a simulated data, we decide concavity 
of DL{9) which is not truly concave on the specified area. Then the probability that we 
have selected the incorrect linearization index with the procedure above is e'". When we 
use 10-30 random data sets, thus, the concavity of DIL{9) is almost guaranteed with our 
procedure. 
3.4 Univariate Linearizations Examples 
3.4.1 Univariate t-model with Unknown Degrees of Freedom 
Consider a sample of size n from the k  dimensional E) model. 
S ~ N{fi,T.lri) (3.4) 
n|u ~ xl/v, i = l,---,n, (3.5) 
where y .  and S are assimied to be a known ^ x 1 vector and a .  k  x  k  symmetric positive 
definite matrix. For estimating v via maximimi likelihood of one dimensional t-model, 
we have to maximize 
log/(5|y) = -0.5nlog(|S|)-t-0.5nu/o^(i;)-|-nlogr(^^-^) — nlogr(^) 
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-0.5(t; + 1) ^ log{v  +  5i ) ,  
t=i 
where r(-) denotes the gamma function, d  = (/x, S, u), and 5i = (y,- — — /z), i = 
L--- ,n.  To investigate the logiikelihood surface in terms of r ,  we simulate m = 30 
number of data sets from the one dimensioned ^5(0,1) with varying sample sizes. As 
mentioned Section 3.3, simulation ntimber m = 30 is large enough for reducing error 
probability that we choose wrong linearization index. 
Figiire 3.1 shows simulated traces for the original likelihood, its first, and second 
derivative functions for selected data sets. In the neighborhood of the MLE of the 
degrees of freedom u, first derivative function is constant or steeply quadratic and hence 
the second derivative is close to 0. This shape of score function leads to aonconvergent 
quadratic approximation algorithms and very slow ELBQA algorithms. This is perhaps 
the  reason why Liu  and  Rubin(199o)  sugges t  d i rec t  l inear  search  for  f i n d i n g  MLE of  v .  
First, the linearization index of p = 2.6 with t {9 )  =  u, i.e., linearization factor 
A'(^) = is tested as in Figure 3.2. The linearized score function appears to be almost 
lineax, but it fails to preserve concavity on the desired subset of Cl. With linearization 
factor K{D) = however, linearized score function DIL{9) = K{0)DL{9) displays more 
linear behaviour and is concave on {6; DL{9) < 0} with the same data sets as those used 
for generating Figure 3.3. We also find that the linearized Hessian function is botmded 
below and decreasing over the space such that Dli{9) is negative, provided that the 
loglikelihood function is boimded above. Hence by setting B{9) = D^IL(9) and using 
large initial values for u, a fast ELBQA algorithm can be developed for this optimization 
problem. 
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sample Size s 10 
sample sizes 100 
sample stzes 1000 
sample Sizes 10000 
Figxire 3.1 Originai Logiikelihood, Its First Derivative, and Its Second 
Derivative Functions as a Function of Degrees of Freedom v 
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sample size = 10 
5 10 IS 20 2S 30 dt 
sample Size = 100 
20 25 30 S 10 15 20 25 30 
sample Size = 1000 
sample size = 10000 
Original Loglikelihood, Its Lineajrized Score, and Its Linearized 
Hessian Functions as a Function of Degrees of Freedom v with 
p=2.6 
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20 2S 30 
20 25 M 
20 25 30 
sample size =10 
sample size = 100 
sample size = 1000 
sample Sizes 10000 
OriginaJ Logiikeliliood, Its Linearized Score, ajid Its Lineaxized 
Hessian Functions as a Function of Degrees of Freedom v with 
p=3.0 
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3.4.2 Two Component Finite Normal Mixture Model 
The normal (Gaussian) finite mixture model is indispensable in applied statistics. 
The loglikelihood of normal (Gaussian) finite mixture model with two components is 
+ (1-p)<?i»(y,|/i2,S2)), (3.6) 
«=i 
where (^(-j^.S) is the density function of iV"(/z,E), and 6 = (p,/ i i ,^2»Si,S2).  EM 
algorithm for this model (Dempster et al,1977) is known to be an efficient method for 
finding MLEs of 9 since users of any quadratic approximation method are confronted 
with the dimensionality problem and with failure of monotone convergence (Everitt 
and Hand, 1980). However, the slow convergence has been pointed out as one of the 
disadvantages of the EM algorithm for this problem. For convenience of discussion in 
the univariate parameter case, fij and Sj, j = 1,2 axe assumed to be known, and the 
interest is in obtaining MLE of p. 
\s Figure 3.4 shows the loglikelihood surface as a function of p, second derivative of 
loglikelihood is close to zero in the neighborhood of the maximum, and hence a slow EL-
BQA algorithm is expected. Furthermore we have to perform constrained optimization 
due to the restricted space of p. 
In order to overcome the slow speed of the EM algorithm, a reparameterized quadratic 
approximation algorithm for obtaining MLE of p was used by Shin and Marasinghe(1997). 
They reparameterized p to r = log since the first derivative function of loglikelihood 
in terms of r is locally linear as shown Figure 3.5 shows, and any adjustment for con­
strained optimization is not needed. 
But the first  derivative function of loglikelihood is  not  monotonely decreasing for al l  
r and then it may lead to failure of the monotone convergence of the algorithm due to 
the second derivative becoming positive. Thus, instead of the second derivative, they 
used a lower bound of the Hessian function which is negative for all r and is close to 
the second derivative in the neighborhood of a mode as indicated in the last column of 
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Figure 3.5. For the case that Hj and Sj, j = 1,2 cire assumed to be unknown. Shin and 
Marasinghe successfully developed new ML algorithms for two component finite normal 
model by using this Hessian function, that performed better than EM algorithm. 
By graphical inspection, however, we found better score and Hessian functions by 
repaxameterizing p to a = p/(l — p) and using the linearization factor as shown in 
Figure 3.6. Since the linearized Hessian function is nonincreasing like in the t-model, 
Newton-Raphson becomes an ELBQA algorithm by the CoroUary 1 in Subsection 2.2.1. 
TRUEPs 0.2 
TRUE P = 0.4 
TRUEP= 0.7 
TRUE P = 0.9 
II 
Figure 3.4 The Surfaces of Loglikelihood, First, and Second Derivative as 
a Function of p for Various True p = 0.2,0.4,0.7, and 0.9 
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Figiire 3.5 The Surfaces of Loglikelihood, First, Second Derivative (Thick 
Lines) and Modified Hessian Function (Thin Lines) as a Function 
of T for Various True p = 0.2,0.4,0.7, and 0.9 
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Figure 3.6 The Surfaces of Loglikelihood, Linecirized Score, and Linearized 
Hessian as a Function of a = p/(l — p) for Various True 
p = 0.2,0.4,0.7, and 0.9 
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3.4.3 Neural Network Prediction Model 
Neural networks have recently gciined its importance in statistics as well as in the 
artificial intelligence area. Although the model was derived from structure of brain ac­
tivity, it may be considered as a projection pursuit regression with logistic function as 
a smooth function. (Ripley, L994) Without giving ajiy more detailed explanation con­
cerning neural network prediction(see Faraggi and Simon, 1995 for a detailed account), 
we consider it here as a statistical model in which dependent variable y,- and predictor 
variable i,, z = 1, • • •. n have the following relationship: 
H  
yi = ao -t- 23 ak/[l -t- exp(-u;fxi)] + e.', (3.7) 
h=l 
where t i  ~ iV(0, cr^), x, = (i,o, • • •, Xtp), Wh = (tfJ/,o, • • •, Whp)^ i = 1, • • •, n, and H is 
an integer determined in advance. The term related to each h is called hidden node in 
the neural network area. (Thus, in the model above, we have H hidden nodes) Here 
each element of x,, f = 1, •. •, n is scaled so that its value lies between 0 and 1. In our 
experience the scaling of x, 's appears to produce a smoother likelihood surface thaji 
nonscaled version. 
As the model (3.7) indicates, a-^^h = are computed in one iteration by 
a linear regression procedure when the values of 'weight vectors' Wh are found. But 
obtaining w/iS ma^mizing loglikelihood requires an iterative optimization method. 
Most common method which is known as backpropagation is a kind of steepest ascent 
method which needs only score function with identity matrix / as Hessian matrix. Main 
reason using this method is that it is least affected by curse of dimensionality. For 
example, suppose that we use a quadratic approximation methods. Then each iteration 
of the method for a neural network model requires ff(p +I) x ff(p + l) Hessian matrix 
even though computation for a/iS is not included. In this way, a user will surely face 
'memory not sufficient' error when he has large number of ff or p. 
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But backpropcigatioa method becomes very slow at the end of convergence since it 
does not use second derivatives at all. In this section, we will study the possibility of 
improvement of the algorithm by univariate linearization. 
ak,h = 0, - •  • ,  H and other weight Whj except for Whi are assumed to be known values 
in our discussion for setting a univariate problem. Using the same type of simulations 
as in the two models previously considered, Figure 3.7 is constructed and displays the 
traces of the loglikelihood, its first and second derivatives in terms of Whi- This pa­
rameterization produces a nonconcave likelihood surface and hence strong noniinearity 
of Dl{d). In this strong noniinearity, linearization index should be big for concavity of 
DIl{9) .  
Another parameterization ttm = exp(u;fci) /( l  + exp{whi)) ,  produces a  smoother s\ ir-
face for Dl{d) as shown in Figure 3.8. Even with this linear-like surface, however, 
concavity of Dl{0) is not guaranteed as the second row of Figure 3.8 shows. With 
t{9) = — log(l — TT/ii) and p = 0.7, the concavity of DIL(6) is shown to be occupied in 
Figure 3.9. 
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seed = 7753 
seed = 5553 
seed = 274 
seed = 5743 
The Surfaxres of Loglikelihood, Its First Derivative, and Second 
Derivative in Terms of Whi for Vaxious Seeds 
Figxire 3.8 The Surfaces of Loglikelihood, Its First Derivative, and Second 
Derivative in Terms of tt/h = exp{whi) for Various Seeds 
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Figiire 3.9 The Surfaces of Loglikelihood, Its First Derivative, and Second 
Derivative in Terms of TThi = exp{whi) for Various Seeds 
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4 DESIGN OF A GCM ALGORITHM 
4.1 Introduction 
Although the development of a GCM algorithm depends heavily on the given proba­
bilistic model, we illustrate some practical considerations involved the design of a GCM 
the algorithm using an example in this chapter. 
Specific reconimendations regarding how the parameter should be partitioned, selec­
tion of a reparameterization, and the method of approximation of the likelihood cannot 
be given since they are completely dependent on the statistical model since the corre­
lations among parameters and the parameter space itself are different among models. 
This situation is similar to that of ECM or ECME algorithms (ECME will be introduced 
later). How to select parameter partition to be used for the CM steps in ECME or ECM, 
and how to decide if a CM-step maximizes Aem{0\&') or l{6) in ECME are entirely de­
pendent on the specified model and therefore decisions regarding the various choices 
could only be made using past experience and experimenting with available options. 
But assuming that a general model is given, we can establish guidelines for designing a 
GCM algorithm by taJdng into account the performance of conventional algorithms, cor­
relations of parameters among partitions in the sense of asymptotic vaxiance-covariance 
matrix of MLE, and the need for balancing of speeds among different cycles of a GCM 
algorithm. 
Section 4.2 presents a review of conventional algorithms for a given model as a prior 
study for development of new GCM algorithm. Section 4.3 includes a discussion of 
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options available in the selection of a partition of the pairameter and for reparaxneteriza-
tion. Some guidance of the selection of an approximation function for each partitioned 
block parameter vector is provided in Section 4.4, and the need for an R-step for each 
cycle in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 presents the developments of new GCM algorithms 
and resxilts of simulation studies comparing them to conventional algorithms for five 
different ML estimation problems, i.e., ML estimation for random effect model, two-
variance-component model, univariate t-model, contingency table with missing cell, and 
two-component Gaussian finite mixture model. 
4.2 Review of Conventional Algorithms 
Investigating algorithms already available for a given model is a good starting point 
in order to detect problems one might encounter in developing a GCM algorithm such 
as curse of dimensionality, slow convergence rate, tendency to diverge, etc. 
Example Variance components model 
Consider the problem of maximum likelihood estimation in a two-variance-component 
model, without loss of generality. Let y, (3^ b, and ebenxl,A:xl,<7xl, and n x 1 
vectors, respectively. The two-variance-component model is the following: 
y = X/3 -|- Zb -f- e, (4.1) 
where b is a random vector independent of e, and distributed as A/'(0, cf lq)- ,  and the dis­
t r i b u t i o n  o f  e  i s  N { 0 .  < T | I n ) .  T h e  v e c t o r  ( 3  i s  u n k n o w n  f i x e d  a n d  X  a n d  Z  a r e  k n o w n  n x k  
and n X q matrices. Although finding MLE for this model by quadratic approximation 
methods like Newton-Raphson and Fisher scoring requires computing H{9) and its in­
verse, linear search for monotone convergence and so on, Goodnight and Hemmerle(1979) 
reduces the computational burden via the use of the W-transformation. However, in or­
der to avoid the possibility that the sequences from quadratic approximation methods 
converge to negative values, constraints adjustment must be incorporated into the usual 
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maximization, procedmre (Harville,1977). Lineaxizations and reparameterizations of the 
quadratic approximation by Callanan and Harville(1991) leads to faster convergence of 
the algorithm for finding REML estimates, but its computational burden is heavy. EM 
algorithm for variance components has a simple iteration function which is equivalent to 
that of the quadratic approximations with diagonal Hessian matrix so that it requires 
only the first derivatives of the loglikelihood function to be computed. Furthermore, the 
sequence of variance components from EM never converges to a negative value. However, 
when one of the components converges to zero, the algorithm becomes very slow. Since 
MLE of residual variance component, (t\ is in general, not zero, we can maximize l{6) in 
terms of (t| given other parameters usually by applying several iterations of a quadratic 
approximation method instead of maximizing AEM^^') in each iteration. This type of 
scheme is called an ECME algorithm (Liu and Rubin,1994). Consider the ECME as a 
GCM with 2 cycles (EM approximation for ctj and a quadratic approximation for a^), 
and with an R-step for o"|. This GCM algorithm is an unbalajiced iterative method 
since the quadratic approximation cycle has very small convergence rate while the EM 
approximation cycle has a relatively large convergence rate. 
4.3 Partition and Reparameterization 
The next step is to find a suitable paxtitioning of the parameter vector. Sound 
partitioning requires dividing the parameters into several block vectors which are not 
"correlated" with each other in the sense of asymptotic variance-covaxiance matrix of 
their MLE's. For an uncorrelated partitioning, reparameterization is necessary since 
conventional parameterization is usually correlated. Finding a suitable reparameteriza­
tion is aided by the use of prior knowledge and/or graphical methods. A consideration 
for reparameterization is the resulting gain in computational efficiency. Reparameteri­
zations that require heavy computational burden should be avoided. 
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Example continued: Although Callanan and Harville(1991) used sound reparame-
terizations in the variance components model, they can lead to a heavy computational 
burden. Since the correlation between ML estimates of af and cr^ is not significant in 
general, we will continue to use this conventional parameterization and partition the 
parameter vector into a residual component and the other component as done in the 
ECME algorithm for this problem.. 
4.4 Selection of an Approximation Function 
Determining an appropriate approximation for the reduced likelihood function cor­
responding to each block of the partitioned parameters is very important in establishing 
cycles of GCM. As in Chapter 1, an approximation can be selected by using the criterion 
[a]-[e], but is mostly dependent on the probabilistic model. Thus theoretical knowledge, 
prior experience, and possibly results from previous simulation studies of the model may 
be necessary to help this selection process. 
Example continued: As with the ECME algorithms explained above, we use the 
quadratic approximation, especially the Fisher scoring method for the residual compo­
nent <72. and the EM approximation for the other component. In the context of GCM 
definition, the EM approximation is applied for cycle I corresponding to af while the 
quadratic approximation is used for cycle 2 corresponding to <t| 
4.5 Decision for R-step 
Deciding the number of repetitions for the R-step in each cycle is based on balancing 
convergence rates of the cycles of the GCM since convergence rate of GCM algorithm is 
asymptotically similar to that of the slowest cycle. 
Example continued: In order to balance convergence rate between the two cycles 
Unlike ECME, we propose to include an R-step for the EM approximation, but not the 
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R-step for the quadratic oae. This differs from the ECME where for practical purpose, 
the number of repetitions of R-step is obtained from comparing convergence rates, and 
is about 1 or 2. 
4.6 Numerical Examples 
The version of ECME used in this section applies several iterations of a quadratic 
approximation method for maximizing the observed loglikelihood over a part of the 
parameter vector in each iteration. The number of the inner iterations within a iteration 
is, however, sufficient to be 1 or 2 for better efficiency of the ECME algorithm. 
The purpose for comparing GCM algorithms to EM-type algorithms in this section is 
to illustrate the elements that need to be considered for designing a more efficient GCM 
algorithm. Especially comparisons with the ECME algorithm should be viewed in this 
sense since ECME already is GCM algorithm. Most of the software used in this section 
for performing the computations are developed in Fortran-77, and Splus language. 
In Subsection 4.6.1, A GCM algorithm which is a PX-EM algorithm incorporating 
overrelaxation is developed and compared with the original PX-EM algorithm for the 
random effects model. Subsection 4.6.2 presents two modifications of the ECME algo­
rithm in GCM framework and another GCM algorithm as an application of univariate 
linearization, for the variance component model. Subsection 4.6.3 introduces an ERCM 
algorithm which is a GCM algorithm and is compared with ECM. This ERCM is de­
veloped for ML problem in the contingency table with incomplete cells. In Subsection 
4.6.4, modifications of the ECME algorithm for the univariate t-model axe derived for 
ML estimation of unknown degrees of freedom. Finally, Subsection 4.6.5 presents a 
newly developed ELBQA algorithm for ML estimation in the Gaussian finite mixture 
model and compared it with the EM algorithm. 
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4.6.1 Random Effects Model with overrelaxation 
In this example, we apply the overrelaxation method to an EM-type eiJgorithm, the 
Parameter-Expanded EM (PX-EM) aJgorithm (Liu et al, 1997) to obtain MLEs of the 
random effects model. Briefly, PX-EM algorithm consists of an E-step, an M-step, and an 
adjustment step (A-step). Instead of deriving the algorithm from the conventional model 
as in EM, the E-step and the M-step in PX-EM algorithm use the parameter-expanded 
model where an identifiable parameter is added to the conventional model. And the 
A-step transforms the new parameterization back to the conventional parameterization 
to obtain the MLE's of the parameters of interest. This simple change in the algorithm 
improves the speed of the EM aJgorithm dramatically for several important models (Liu 
et al. 1997). 
Random effects model is usually given by; 
y": = Xf/3 -t- Zf b,- + 6,', (4.2) 
where y,, z = 1, • - •. A/" is an n, x 1 vector, 9 x 1 vectors b,- ~ A''(0, T) which are in­
dependent of each other, 6, ~ A'^(0,cr^), b^'s are also independent of e,, /3 is the usual 
fixed effects, and X,- and Z,- are p x n,- and q x n, known design matrices, respectively. 
Therefore y, ~ N{Xj0, In, + ZfTZ,), which leads to the following loglikelihood. 
l {9)  =  -O.oNlog- lTT -  0.5 %iV.I - 0.5 ^ ^(y. - Xf/3)^V-^(y, - Xf/3), 
i=l t=l 
where V, = cr^In ,  + ZjTZi .  And from Lindstrom and Bates(1988), first and second 
derivatives of the loglikelihood are 
^ = 0.o£x ,V-'(y.-Xf /9) ,  




+o.5f;»ec[z,v-'(yi -xf^)(y,- -xr^fv-'zfi 
i=l 
m = -0.5EX.V.-V-'(y.-Xf^). 
-0.5 f;(y( - Xf V,-'Vr'V-'(yi - X? ^3), 
d' l{9)  
i - l  
N'  
a^av.c(Tr = -o-i:x.vr-zf®(y,-xF,3)-v,-zf 
N 
-O.o5:(y, - Xf0fV-'Zf ® X,Vr'Zf 
t=l 
52/(5) ^ 
a„.c(T)8.^ = o.5i:..c(z.vr'vr'zri 
-0.5 f;t,ec[Z,V-'V-'(y, - Xf/3)(y.- - Xf^)''Vr'Zf] 
i=l 
-0.o'£ve4ZiV-'{yi - Xf^)(y,- - Xf/3)''V-'V-"Zn 
i=l 
= o.5f;z,v-^zf ®z,vr'zf 
at;ec(T)5uec(T)^ 
- ^  ZiV-'Zj ® Z,V-^(y, - Xfi3)(y, - Xf/3)^V-^Zf, 
t=i 
t=l 
where vec{A)  is a vector whose (j — l)n + z element is the i j  element of a m x n 
matrix A, and 0 is the Kroaecker product. As Lindstrom ajid Bates(1988) point out, 
conventional Newton's method without constraint on T may produce nonpositive definite 
estimate of T and its convergence often fails. Furthermore, EM algorithm derived by 
setting b,'s a5 missing data, might lead to a convergence rate so slow that it is nearly 
impossible for the iterate to reach a local majdmum. In this regards, Lindstrom and 
Bates(1988) develop an improved Newton's algorithm maximizing a profile likelihood 
function where T is transformed to L, the Cholesky factor of T, i.e., T = LL^. The 
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PX-EM aJgorithm for the random effects model can be considered as the EM-version of 
this improved algorithm. It does not yet outperform the modified Newton's algorithm 
due to Lindstrom and Bates(1988) with its fast convergence rate, but the wide range of 
possible initial values of parameters makes the algorithm competitive with the Newton's 
algorithm. 
For simulation studies to investigate the effects of overrelajcation, we consider the 
following model used by Meng and van Dyk(1997): 
Vi — 3:,i/3i + 11202 + + Zi2bi2 + (4.3) 




) and e,- ~ iV(0, cr^) with 6,- = (6,i,6,-2)^ 
and £, independent. 
Defining X,- = (x,i,= [0\i02V-: a^d Z,- = (c,i,2i2)^ leads to the matrix 
expression of (4.3) 
T/.=Xfy3 + Zfb. + e., 
where b,- ~ A'"(0,T), e,- ~ .Y(0, cr^), b,- ± e,-, and T = 
0 9 
(4.4) 
. Since the joint 
distribution of (y,, b^) belongs to exponential family, EM algorithm can be implemented 
easily, but terribly slow when <7^ is large (Liu et al,1997). 
Instead of using (4.4), PX-EM algorithm for this problem is derived from its PX 
model. 
Vi — Xf/3. + 7iJAb,- -t- (4.5) 
where A is 2 x 2 matrix form of the expanded parameter, b,- ~ ^(0,T.), Ci NiO.al), 
and b,- J_ e,. Under the model (4.5), the E-step and the M-step are obvious and the 
assumption that the model (4.5) is identical to (4.4) leads to the A-step of PX-EM where 
0 = I3„cr^ = crl, and T = AT.A^ (For more details, see Liu et al(1997)). 
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Thus, each iteration of PX-EM consists of following three steps(Liu et aJ, 1997): 
E-step Compute conditional expectations of sufficient statistics of missing data: 
' r{ t ) '7  . yTf i t )  
£(b,brik,9"l) = + 
where 6 = {l3 ,a^ ,T) .  
M-step Since we can write (4.5) in the hnear regression form 
y,- =  X j , d ,  + (uec(Z,-bf ))^i7ec(A) + e.-. (4.6) 
U = Uti Uu 
U21 U22 
to the form 
we can find = (/?., erf, uec(A)) by the usual regression procedure. And Compute 
t1'+" = £(b,bf|y,«(')). 
A-step set ^"+'1 = Ol'+'I.CT^C+'I = <7?'+", and T<'+'l = AX'J*''. 
Computationally, the E-step and the M-step can be performed using the sweep op­
erator. Sweep operator(Beaton,1964) transforms 
-uri' ur,'uu 
UjiUu' Uj2 - u2iur,'u,2 
by repeating elementary row/column operations without using extra storage. This op­
erator mainly plays a main role in regression analysis by computing estimates of linear 
regression coefficient, residual simi of squares, and the variance-covariance matrix of the 
coefficient vector, simultaneously. For the El-step, £'(b,|y,) = V~^ZfT(y,- — X.J/3) and 
l/(b,|y,) = T — TZ,V~'^ZfT axe easily computed by setting 
V, Z f T  
TZ. T 
U = 




Since the M-step of PX-EM above is tlie same as finding least squares solution of linear 
regression with coefficient (y3,uec(A)), by setting U = £^(DfD,|y,-, 0) where D,- = 
(Xf,(uec(Z,bf))^,y,), the parameter vector (/3,t7ec(A), (T^) can be easily computed. 
The sweep operator has, however, somewhat of a bad reputation in some cases producing 
unreliable values in least square problems. For increased accuracy, it is possible to do 
several additional iterations of PX-EM using the singular value decomposition, a reliable 
numerical method instead of using the sweep operator. 
Overrelaxation is included with PX-EM in addition to the three steps above, to 
provide a new GCM algorithm. Just add the following step: Overrelajcation step 
-h (1 - (4.7) 
where is the improved updates and u;''' is depending on — 
as follows: 
1 for t such that > 0.001, 
(4.8) 
1 -1- A '^"' for t > to, 
where is the first t  holding A^'' — < 0.001. 
That is, each iteration of new GCM aigorithm has one cycle whose 
Approximation step is established by conditional expectation of complete-data (b,- and 
Yi.i = 1, • • •, N) loglikelihood given observed data y,s with parameter-expanded model 
(4.5), 
One CM step finds parameter vector value maximizing the conditional expectation of 
complete data loglikelihood above, and 
Overrelaixation step as in (4.7). 
We compared the log-scaled number of iterations between PX-EM and PX-EM with 
overrelaxation with 100 sets of randomly generated 100 observations from model (4.4) 
for each value of = 0.05,0.1,0.25,1,5,10,20,25. Only the nimaber of iterations rather 
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than CPU time needs to be compared due to the fact that overrelaxation does not require 
any significant amoimt of computation. 
We use 0.001 as the negligible difference between previous and current niimerical 
convergence rates which is the criterion for starting overrelaxation step. As expected, 
the sequences from new GCM algorithm are monotonely increasing in our all simulations. 
The simulation study is summarized in Figure 4.1. Over all 8 simulations, overrelaxation 
method leads to slightly faster convergence than PX-EM. The new algorithm takes only 
60 percent of the number of iterations required for convergence of the pure PX-EM 
algorithm. 
4.6.2 Variance Components Model (Two components) 
In order to avoid any confusion, we asstime that the phrase 'variance components 
model" imply the model (4.1) throughout this paper. A complete description and exten­
sion of this model is in Chapter 5. Implementing PX-EM as done in the case of random 
effects model is not applicable in this model, even in the model with two variance compo­
nents since we have to solve equation AT.AF = (t\I in each iteration in order to update 
the estimator of variance of thebi vector. Instead we shall compare ECME with a GCM 
algorithm incorporating overrelaxation (labeled here as GCM-1) which was introduced 
as an example of the steps involved in designing a GCM algorithm. In order to avoid 
slow progress of simulation study, We shall exclude the EM algorithm which is known 
to be slower than ECME from our simulation study. 
The use of overrelaxation in GCM-1 eliminates the problem associated with other 
EM-type algorithms of it becoming too slow when the MLE of (T\ is close to 0. Another 
approach to overcome this problem is by using partial univariate Aitken acceleration, 
that is, accelerating the sequence of only a part of the parameter vector, rather 
than the whole parameter vector, {0*1 rising the convergence rate of the inner 
iteration for We shall label the resulting algorithm GCM-2 The partial Aitken 
Figure 4.1 Simulation Study 1 log{PX — EM) and log{PX — EM— OR) 
Indicate the Log-scaled Number of Iterations of Pure PX-EM 
and PX-EM with Overrelaxation, Respectively, the Solid Line 
Denotes  the Line log{PX — EM) = log(PX — EM — OR) 
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acceleration is more likely to retain the monotone convergence of the sequence of GCM 
iterates than the Aitken acceleration of the complete parameter vector. In 500 simple 
simulation studies, it is seen that GCM-2 converges monotonely 100% of the time while 
about 3% of fuU (univariate) Aitken acceleration fails to do so. 
The standard ECME algorithm for the variance components model consists of two 
cycles as follows: 
Cycle 1 for af: EM approximation with no R-step, 
(4.9) 
where 
andP(°' = (V^<°')-'-(0°))-^X[A:^(V(°>)-^X]-X^(V(°>)-^ 
Cycle 2 for af: Quadratic approximation (Fisher scoring) with no R-step(i.e., r=l) 
where = ZZ'^a\^^^ + and 
Of course. MLE of /3 can be obtained after convergence of the algorithm by setting 
^ = [.Y^(l/(~))-iX]-X^(0°°))-V, 
where = ZZ^a\ + a-\ and a\ are corresponding MLEs. GCM-1 also has two 
cycles with Cycle 1 having an R-step (with number of repetition=2). The additional 
overrelaxation step given in (4.7) with Q — (crf,cr^) takes place after both cycles. 
The GCM-2 algorithm is the same as GCM-1 except that a partial Aitken acceleration 
step is inserted between Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 as following: 
Cycle 1 for er f :  EM approximation with one R-step (r=2). 
+ at^°YP^°^ZZ'^P^°^y-tr[at^°^Z^{V^°^)-'Z], (4.11) 
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where 
and = (0°))-'- (V<°))-'X[X^(V^°>)-'A']-xr(v(o))-i 
Cycle 2 (partial Aitken step) 
+ (4.12) 
where erf is the update of the first run of Cycle 1, is the update of the second 
run of Cycle 1, and a;''' depends on = (erf — erf — crf°') as follows: 
, , 1 for t such that > 0.001, 
= < (4.13) 
Y3^ otherwise, 




On experimenting with the vaxiance components model we found that each of 
^  . - i "  
daV 
can be linearized using the linearization factor erf. The details about this lineaxization is 
described in Chapter 5. This discovery leads to another GCM algorithm, GCM-3, which 
only has one cycle of Jacobi-type quadratic approximation with no R-step(repeating 
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nuinber=l) whose rth iteration is as follows: 
2(t+l) _ 2(t) 1 
^ ~ o_2(t)af(g), . 
2(«+l) _ 2(t) 2 3^ Ig2^^(t) 
^^2 - ^^2 9 2(t)aWi 
Consider the following simulation study, where we randomly generate data from (4.1) 
with n = 30, 9 = 10, known /3 = 0, Z = ((Z,j)),Z,j ~ um/(0,1) b ~ iV(0,/,), with 
a value selected for cr| from 0.05,0.5,1,5, and 25. Initial value selected for (o-^, <7|) is 
(10,10) and the criterion of convergence is |K(^^'^)—^(^^'~^')|| < 10~®. Table 4.1 shows the 
comparison of performance among the ECME, GCM-1, GCM-2 and GCM-3 algorithms 
for each selected value of aj in terms of the number of iterations averaged over 10 
simulations. 
Table 4.1 Comparisons of the nimiber of iterations among GCM-1, GCM-2, 
GCM-3, and ECME 
a'i 
Algorithms 0.05 0.5 1 5 25 
ECME 23.2 20.7 21.6 80 4565.7 
GCM-1 16.7 14.2 15.4 27.6 2367.6 
GCM-2 17.2 17.5 17.6 15.6 23.4 1 
GCM-3 5.3 5.4 5.9 7.4 11.6 
Since the computational times for each iteration of the four algorithms are similar to 
each other, comparisons are made using the number of iterations to determine a local 
maximum. As was expected, if the true value of aj is large relatively to that of af, ML 
estimator of cr^ approaches 0, and thus ECME and GCM-1 algorithms, which are simple 
modifications of the EM algorithm, become very slow. But GCM-2 does not appear 
to lose its speed even in theses cases. An interesting fact is that GCM-2 is not always 
faster thaxi GCM-1 in spite of the fact that GCM-2 resulted from adding an acceleration 
procedure to one of the iterative steps of GCM-1. The reason for this is that performing 
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an inner acceleration leads to a slow start of overrelaxation procedure so that GCM-2 
becomes slower than GCM-1 when GCM-1 is sufficiently fast. We obtained similar result 
for this model in the case of more than two components. 
The results of GCM-3 axe spectacular. It does not requires computation of the 
inverse of Hessian matrix, except for the diagonals elements. Also it does not require a 
linear search in each iteration to ensure monotone convergence. In spite of this, GCM-
3 converges very quickly to the local maximum similar to a well-designed quadratic 
approximation method, e.g., Fisher Scoring, as shown in Table 4.1. Unlike common 
quadratic approximation algorithms, however, it does not converge to negative variajice 
estimates. In conclusion, it appears that GCM-3 is the winner, but more extended 
comparison between GCM-3 and other quadratic algorithms is needed. 
4.6.3 Contingency Table with Incomplete Cells 
The 2x2x2 contingency table without three-way interaction is a typical example 
for showing usefulness of the ECM algorithm. As in Table 4.2, our data from Little 
and Rubin(1987. p. 187) consists of two parts, first {yijk} is completely classified, and 
second of which {yfjt} is partially classified. 
Since there is no closed form solution for MLE of cell probabilities with this type 
of data, an iterative method must be used. Following the notations from Meng and 
Rubin(1993), let 9ijk be the cell probability in cell ijk, {i,j,k = 1,2) and Xijk be the 
complete data in cell ijk. Because complete-data loglikelihood is linear in com­
puting 
Q(^)  
= vU + ^ (4.15) 
is only necessary for the E-step in the tth iteration. And the following axe the three 
CM-steps in the tth iteration: 
C M  •  
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C M2 . - ( fn j )k  ^  , 
, -r(') 
L Mz .  d-k  -  (f^i^ jk  yy ' 
where N is the total count, 5(i)jfc = Oijk/^ jk = Hi^ijk- (Derivation of this 
form of M-step follows from the constrained complete-data likelihood equation of Meng 
and Rubin(1991)) The standard ECM algorithm follows the E-step by the 3-CM steps, 
the first GCM algorithm proposed (labeled ERCM) includes an R-step (with r = 2), 
i.e., the 3-CM steps are repeated once. Since the EM approximation function is easily 
verified to be concave, the second GCM algorithm (labeled ERCMO) is a modification 
of ERCM that implements an overrelaxation step. 
Table 4.2 A 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with partially classified observations 
from Little emd Rubin(1987, p. 187) 
Survival (S) 
Clinic (C) Prenatal care (P) Died Survived 
(a) Completely classified cases 
A Less 3 176 
More 4 293 
B Less 17 197 
More 2 23 = 715 cases 
(a) Paxtially classified cases 
? Less 10 150 
More 5 90 = 255 cases 
We compaxe the above three algorithms, ECM, ERCM, aaid ERCMO with this ex­
ample given in Table 4.2. The result is shown in Table 4.3 The table does not indicate 
much of improvement in efficiency of ERCM compared to the ECM algorithm. Also 
ERCM with overrelaxation algorithm reduces the total computation time of ECM algo­
rithm only by 10%. The reason is that computation of the Ei-step in this model is not 
much heavier thaji that of all of the CM steps combined. 
ERCMO algorithm caji be applied for the supplemented algorithm for asymptotic 
variance-covariance matrix. In this model, it is hard to find analytic asymptotic variance-
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Table 4.3 Comparisons of the number of iterations and CPU time per iter­
ation among ECM, ERCM, and ERCM with overrelaxation (ER-
CMO) 









covariance matrix due to the complexity of the model, where 9'  is MLE of the 
parameter vector. Thus, van Dyk et al(1995) use the equations 
DMECM = I  —{I  — DMCM){I  — DMEM),  
andZ)M£Af = I -[D^°AEM{e' \6 ' ) \~^DH{6')  
to have 
DH[e') = - DMCMV^I - DMecm), (4.16) 
where DMECM, DMEM, aJid DMCM are the convergence rate matrices of ECM, EM 
and CM algorithms, respectively. (CM algorithm can be considered as ECM algorithm 
with complete data and thus, no E-step.) Thus, by measuring numerical matrices of 
convergence rate of ECM and CM, we can compute the asymptotic variance-covaxiance 
matr ix  which is  the  inverse of  —D^l{9 ' )  
Since the convergence matrix of ERCM with overrelaxation is similar in structure to 
that of ECM and is given by 
DMERCM{U) =  I  — UJ{L -  DMCMDMCM)^ — DMEM),  
hb3{ .9)  =  —D^l{9)  can be computed as 
i o6 S{ 9 )  =  ~ d ^ ° a i 9 \ e ) i i - d m c m d m c m ) - \ i - d m e r c m m ) .  
Since an overrelaxation-instaJled algorithm appeared to be faster than usual algorithm 
with asymptotically twice speed, the supplemented algorithm for asymptotic variance-
covaxiance matrix using ERCMO is expected to converge about twice as fast as the 
supplemented algorithm using ECM (van Dyk et al, 1995). 
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4.6.4 Univariate T-model with Unknown Degrees of Freedom 
We consider the t-model denoted by and defined as 
~ N{n,(T^lTi) (4.17) 
~  z  =  l , - - - , n  ( 4 . 1 8 )  
If we assume that the degrees of freedom, v  is known, MLE estimation of n and is very 
easy and fast by using the EM algorithm with optimal augmentation (Meng and van 
Dyk,1997) or PX-EM (Liu et al,1997). Both of these methods use different approaches 
to derive exactly the same procedure that resiiits in the following algorithm: 
The fth iteration of the EM algorithm with optimal augmentation, or the PX-EM 
algorithm for determining the MLEs of /i and with v fixed is 
1=1 
i=l i=l 
w h e r e  ^  -  • •  , n ,  and = (y.- — 
However, when t' is imknown, we have to maximize the logiikelihood 
logl{9\y)  =  —0.5nlog((T^)-t-0.5nT;/o^(i;) + nlogr(^^-^) - ralogr(^) 
-0.5(u + 1) J] log{v + Si),  
i=l 
where r(-) denotes the gamma function, 9 = (/i,£r^,i;), and Sj  = {yi  — = 
1, • • • ,n. Estimation of 9,  especially v  by EM or by another GEM algorithm is time 
consuming (Liu, 1994). Thus Liu suggests the algorithm named Expectation Conditional 
Maximization Either (ECME) for this estimation problem. ECME algorithm has two 
cycles, one iteration of EM steps for fj, and cr^ given u, several iterations of an one 
dimensional search algorithm such as the interval halving method (Camahan et al, 1969) 
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for V given ^ and a^.  The several inner iterations for v  are intended to maximize the 
observed loglikelihood in terms of v with jj. and fixed in each iteration. The reason 
that a quadratic approximation method is not used for this purpose may be due to 
the fact that the conventional parameterization of v leads to the failure of monotone 
convergence and a different parameterization can not be ezisily determined. 
We propose a GCM algorithm (labeled GCM-1) which consists of two cycles, one 
iteration of EM algorithm for y. and and one iteration of a linearized quadratic ap­
proximation step, i.e., Newton-Raphson for v. When the linearization for this model was 
discussed in Chapter 3, the linearized quadratic approximation algorithm for v suggested 
and -f- as the score function and Hessian function, respectively. 
This is incorporated in A-step of GCM-1. 
Overrelaxation is also implemented in a second GCM algorithm (say, GCM-2) where 
the other steps are the same as GCM-1. Since Liu's ECME algorithm obviously less 
efficient than our GCM algorithms, instead of using the ECME algorithm above, we 
redefine ECME algorithm as a GCM algorithm which has two cycles, one iteration of 
EM steps for /z and ajid two iterations of our quadratic approximation algorithm for 
V.  
Although values of fi and <t' do not have an effect on the performance of the GCM 
algorithms, iterates of v could converge to oo. (with this infinite value of u, the t-model 
implies normal distribution model). So we set up otir algorithms to stop and set u = oo 
whenever current iterate of v is over a large value, say 10000. 
The ECME algorithm for this model has two cycles. 




where z = 1, - - •, n, and ' = (y.- -






GCM-1 is the same as above with an R-step (r=2) in Cycle 1. GCM-2 is also the same 
with an R-step (r=2) in Cycle 1 and an overrelaxation step. 
In order to perform a simulation study to compare the three algorithms, GCM-1, 
GCM-2, ECME, we generated 100 data sets of 100 random observation from the t-
model with fi = 5, = 10 for each of selected values for the degrees of freedom, 
u = 2,3,5,7,10. The algorithm were executed until convergence was reached, when the 
MLEs of 6 was obtained for each data set. 
Table 4.4 shows the results of the simulation which consist of two parts, the average 
number of iterations and total CPU time. As expected, GCM-2 which is implemented 
with overrelaxation has a slight advantage over GCM-L and ECME for the various 
values of v. Although the actual total CPU time depends on computing platform, ail 
three algorithms display adequate speed of convergence. 
4.6.5 Normal Finite Mixture Model with Two components 
The normal (Gaussian) finite mixture model is indispensable in applied statistics. We 
develop a new GCM algorithm for the model with two components. The loglikelihood 
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Table 4.4 Comparisons of the number of iterations and total CPU Time 
among GCM-1, GCM-2, and ECME 
Number of Iteration Total CPU Time 
V GCM-1 GCM-2 ECME GCM-1 GCM-2 ECME 
2 31.17 23.74 28.43 2.02 1.69 2.79 
3 28.49 22.21 26.48 1.72 1.59 2.6 
5 24.58 19.26 23.21 1.55 1.46 2.21 
7 21.95 17.43 20.75 1.4 1.22 2.02 
10 18.91 15.27 17.77 1.2 1.06 1.78 
of the normal (Gaussiaji) finite mixture model with two components is 
n 
= II log Si) + (1 - p)<^(j/.|/i2, S2)), (4.19) 
t=i 
where 0(-|/i,S) is the density function of iV"(/z, S), and 9 = S1.E2) 
The EM algorithm for this model (Dempster et al,1977) has been known to be an 
efficient method for determining MLEs of 9 since users of any quadratic approximation 
method axe confronted with the dimensionality problem and with failure of monotone 
convergence (Everitt ajid Hand,1980). However, one of the disadvantages of the EM 
algorithm for this model is its slow convergence. 
In order to overcome this deficiency of the EM aJgorithm, we develop a GCM algo­
rithm which also has two cycles, one iteration of EM algorithm for fj.j and Ej, j = 1,2, 
and one iteration of a repaxameterized quadratic approximation algorithm for p. We 
reparameterize p to r = log since the first derivative function of loglikelihood in 
terms of r is locally linear as shown in Figure 4.2, and any adjustment for constrained 
optimization can be avoided. But the second derivative function of loglikelihood is not 
negative for all r in its space and then it may not converge to a local ma.yimnm since 
positive second derivative leads to the next iterate which results in < 1(9^*^) 
Thus, instead of the second derivative, we use a lower bound of the second derivative 
as the Hessian function. As the last columns of Figure 4.2 indicates, this is negative for 
all r and is close to the second derivative in the neighborhood of a mode 
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Figure 4.2 The Surfaces of Loglikelihood, First, Second Derivative (Thick 
Lines) and Negative Hessian Function (Thin Lines) in Terras of 
r for Various True p = 0.2,0.4,0.7, and 0.9 
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An interesting feature is that the Gauss-Seidel iteration over the two cycles is not 
efficient in this c«ise. That is, updating eaxi of and = 1,2 involves 
computations of the same quantities 
and (1 - for all t = 1, • • •, n, 
and thus Gauss-Seidel iterations over r and = 1,2 require twice the amount 
of computation required by the Jacobi iterations while each Gauss-Seidel step wastes 
information that is needed for the other step. Obviously, the two approximations to 
loglikelihood use are not concave, thus overrelaxation methods cannot be used in this 
model. 








s!'""+(1 - ' 
Wi2 = 1 - u;.i, I = 1, • • •, n, j  =  1,2. 
The proposed GCM algorithm is: 
t=i t=i 




5(^) = Z] ~ "P' 
t=i 
h{e) = -1.5[l]f^u;.i-rap| + -np2|], 
i=I i=l 
p =  exp(r)/(exp(r) + l). 
In a simulation study to compare the GCM algorithm with the EM algorithm, we 
generate 100 sets of 100 observations from the finite mixture of N{—d, 1) and N{d, 1) 
with probability 1/3, and 2/3, respectively for each value of d = 0.25,0.5,1,2. For 
convenience, we set up the models used for both of algorithms to have the same variance. 
Figure 4.3 shows comparison of log-scaled number of iterations for each data set 
between GCM and EM algorithm for selected values of d. Average number of iterations 
required for convergence of EM and GCM are given in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Comparisons of the number of iterations among GCM and EM 
True ^2 — Ml EM GCM 
0.5 5399.72 2003.98 
1 4714.12 1036.16 
2 589.38 194.95 
4 14.89 18.27 
As the figure and the table illustrate, GCM has a speed advantage over the EM 
algorithm when the mixture consists of two distributions one of which is distant from 
the other. Since both algorithms are very fast when the two distributions of the mixture 
axe distant from each other, we can conclude that the proposed GCM algorithm is 
preferable. 
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2.2 2.4 2.6 2.B 3.0 3.2 3.4 
log(EM) 
Figtire 4.3 Comparisons of Log-scaled Number of Iterations between EM 
and GCM with 100 Random Data Sets 
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5 LINEAR VARIANCE COMPONENT MODEL 
5.1 Conventional Methods for Variance Component Model 
Let y, /3, b^, z = 1, • • •, u, and e be n x 1, A: x L, qj x 1, aad n x 1 vectors, respectively. 
The variance components model has the following structure: 
y = X/3-h ^ Z.b,-+ e, (5.1) 
t=i 
where each b,-, i = 1, • • •, u is a random vector independent of each other, independent 
of e, and distributed as N{0, while the distribution of e is ^(0, (TQIJI). The vector 
13 is fixed and X and Z, are known n x  k  and n x qi  matrices. 
We want to estimate 9 = (/3,cro,cti, • • • by finding a point maximizing the 
loglikelihood 
l {e)  =  -O.on log 27r - 0.5 log [Vj - 0.5(y - X0)'^V-'{y - X/3), (5.2) 
where V = var{y)  = XILi + CqI^. Since 
daf  ~  ' 
daf  ~  ^ daf^ '  
dY~^ 8V (5.3) 
Dl{d)  consists of the elements 
^ = X^V-'y-X^V-'X/J, 
op 
^ = -0.5<r(V-^ZiZ?^) + 0.5(y - X/3)^V-iZiZ?V-i(y - X/3), (5.4) 
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= -X^V-iZiZ?V-^(y - X/3), 
= 0.5ir(V-^ZiZ?V-^ZiZ?) 
dcrjdaj  
-(y - X/3)^V-^ZiZ?V-^ZiZ?V-i(y - X/3), 
pr  dH{6)  _  dH{e)  r . .dH{e)  
30^313' ^80^ da} 
and -E[^^\ = O.oMV-'ZiZ.TV-^ZiZn. 
As reviewed in Chapter 1, Newton's algorithm is defined by the iteration function 
Mq[9) = 6 — [D^l{9)]~^Dl{d) where we substitute expressions above for and 
Dl{-)  to obtain Newton's iteration for the above model. One effective modification 
o f  N e w t o n ' s  m e t h o d  i s  F i s h e r  S c o r i n g  m e t h o d  w h o s e  i t e r a t i o n  f u n c t i o n  i s  M f { d )  =  
9-[U,{9)]- 'Dl{e) .  
To formulate the steps for the EM algorithm for the above optimization problem, set 
(y? bi, • • •, bu)^ 8LS the complete data vector and bi, • • •, as the missing data vector. 
Then the MLEs of variance components can be estimated as follows: 




<3 = [(y - X 0 f ,  bf. •. •, b^E-'Ky - X^)^, bf, • • •, bj]'- (5.6) 
and 
S = (5.7) 
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denotes block diagonal matrix with •i,i = matrices as elements.) To 
simplify (5.5) in terms of the variajice components we first use the stajidard result 
A B 
C D 
















where Mj = I - X2(X^X2)-'X^, and 








(To %[I {-Z}LJ. 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Thus, we have 
/(x|0) = -^ S 9.- log 27r - i ^  qi logaf - hjb./o*?), 
^ t=o i=0 •' ,=0 
(5.13) 
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where x = (y'jbf, • • •, b„)' and bo = e. From this, it is easy to derive the MLE based 
on the complete data as 
— bj bj'/^tj ^ — 1, • • •, u 
al = e^e/n, (5.14) 
and 
/3 = (X'X)-X'(y - Zb). (5.15) 
To finalize the iteration steps for the EM aigorithm we need the conditional expected 
values of b'b and Zb given y. The derivation is straightforward using standard multi­
variate normai results: 
X,|X2 ~ + V,jV^'(x2 - /t,), V„ - VijVj-j'Vii] (5.16) 
where 
~ " f • ' \ 
Xi 




X2 I V21 V22 / 
(5.17) 
Then the conditional distribution of b given y is 
b,|y ~ .'Vlff?Z'V-'(y - XiU),<r?I, - c7fZ'V-'Zi, 
SO that 
B(b,-|y) = - X/3) 
and 
£(bfbi|y) = E(bi|y)''£(bj|y) + ir(cr?I,. - T^zrvz,) 
using the fact that 
£^(y'Ay) = ir(AV) + yi! 
for a random vector y with E{y) = /t and uar(y) = V. Similarly we have 








E(e'e|y) = £;(e|y)'S(e|y) + ir(ajl„ - .r^V-'). (5.23) 
Hence the EM algorithm for MLE of variance components is the following: 
1. Set starting values i = 0, • • •, u, and (3^°^ 
2. (E step) Calculate conditional expected values of the sufficient statistics. 
Eibrhi\y)\g^,., = <7,'"'(y - X3'")'(VW)-'Z,Zi''(VW)-'(y - X^SW) 
+ (r(<rp'l,-,7,'"'zf(Vl'l)-'Z,), .• = 0,--.u (5.24) 
and 
£;(y-^Z,bi|y)L = y-Z^f">ZiZj(V" 'r ' (y  -  X0">) 
t = l  t = l  
= X/3('> + (5.25) 
where 0 = (/3', er f ,  cr l ) ' .  
3. (M step) Maximize the likelihood of the complete data, based on (5.14) and (5.15) 
z = 0,---,u (5.26) 
and 
= (X'X)-X'E(y - •£ Zibi|y)|^^^,„. (5.27) 
t=l 
4. Go to 2 until convergence is reached. 
Laird(1982) suggested using GLS estimator, /3, instead of (5.27), that is, 
^ (X'(V('))-^X)-X'(V<'))-V, (5.28) 
The above algorithm was presented as an ECME algorithm later (McLachlan and Kr-
ishnan,1997). In this case, we avoid calculating at each iteration. This modified 
version is as follows: 
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1. Set starting values cr f^° \  i  = 0,  • •  •  ,u  
2. (E step) Calculate conditional expected values of the sufficient statistics. 
+ (VW)-^Z,), £ = 0, • • •, u (5.29) 
3. (M step) Maximize the likelihood of the complete data, based on (5.14) and (5.15) 
= —£?(bfbily)L «(.), t = 0,---.u (5.30) q. a-u 
4. If convergence is reached, set af = crf^^K i = 0, • • •, u, and 
^ = (X'(V('))-^X)-X'(VW)-V; (5.31) 
otherwise go to 2. 
In summaxy, iteration function of Laird's ECME algorithm is Msid)  = 9 — [H{6)]~^ Dl{d)  
where H{9) is the block diagonal matrix of (X'^V~^X, qo/crQ, • • •, qu/cr^)-
Restricted Maximimi Likelihood(REML) estimation is a modified ML estimation 
method in which the likelihood of A^y is maximized instead of that of y, where .4^ is 
a. n — k full row rank matrix such that A^X = 0. Thus for such a matrix, restricted 
loglikelihood is 
1(9) = —0.5(n — A:) log 27r — 0.5 log |A^VA] — 0.5y^A(A^V'~^A)~^A^y, (5.32) 
The formulae necessary for quadratic approximation methods like Newton's method and 
Fisher Scoring are as follows: 
^ = -0.5ir(PZfZ,)+0.5y^PZiZfPy, 
= 0.5(r(PZ,Zi^PZjZ7) - y'"PZ,Z?'PZjZfPy, 
" 0.5(r(PZiZ?'PZiZf). 
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where P = - V-iX(X'^V-iX)-XTV-i and i , j  = 0, • • •, u. 
For the EM algorithm, we also have the following nice result: 
£(bl'bi|y)lj,^(o = <Tf<'»(y'P<')Z,Zi'/'"V) + - <r?'"Z,'(P<'))Zi), (5.33) 
which leads to the following EM algorithm for REML: 
1. Set starting values i = 0,1, • • •,r 
2. (E step) Calculate conditional expected values of the sufficient statistics for i  = 
0,1,--•,r 
£:(bi'bi|A'j,)|g^^,„ = <T.""{y'P""ZiZ,'P'"y) + - o-,«"Zi'P"IZ,) (5.34) 
where P = V~^ — V~^X[X'V~^X]~X'V~^ and A' is full row rank N — p such that 
A'X = 0, 
3. (M step) Maximize the likelihood of the complete data. 
= i£(bi'b,|A'y)|g^j,„, (5.35) 
4. If convergence is reached, set Otherwise go to 2. 
For computing ML or REML estimates in variance components model, Newton's 
algorithm does not work very well even with initial values i = 1, • • •, u close to a 
local maximum. Further, when a local maximum is near zero, these converge to negative 
variance component estimates. This is a result of the likelihood surface being neither 
quadratic nor concave neax the solution. Another quadratic approximation algorithm. 
Fisher Scoring method does not require linear search in each iteration, and with suitable 
initial values for monotone convergence, converges to a local maximum. But it also may 
produce MLE with negative variance component estimates. 
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Callcinan and Harville(1991) introduced a modified versions of Newton's algorithms 
with different peirameterizations with associated linearization factors, that produced very-
fast convergence. In special cases, their eilgorithm converged in one iteration. But their 
paxameterizations lead to increased computational burden in each iteration of the algo­
rithms. And their methods may also converge to negative variance component estimates. 
EM algorithm for vaxiajice components obviously leads to monotone convergence and 
is fast when there is a large number of observations and when the MLE of any vaxiance 
component is not close to zero. .A.nd even if MLEs of variance components include zero, 
the sequences for the variance components from EM do not converge to negative values. 
Also, while the quadratic approximation algorithm requires the computations of at least 
a.  u  X u  Hessian matr ix  in  each i terat ion,  EM needs only the computat ion of  the u 
components of Dl{9) in each iteration. A disadvantage of EM algorithm, however, is its 
slowness when the MLE of any vziriance component is zero. In that case, it is too slow 
to be of any practical use. 
In order to improve EM algorithm, Liu and Rubin(1994) suggest ECME algorithm 
which was mentioned in Chapter 3. Since the MLE of residual variance component <7q 
is not zero in general, we can maximize l{0) in terms of a\ by a quadratic approxima­
tion method in each iteration while the EM steps are performed for the other variance 
components af, i = 1, • • •, u. Although the ECME improves the speed of the EM algo­
rithm, if MLE of a variance component is zero, then the algorithm degenerates to be as 
slow as EM. Furthermore, when the MLE of residual variance component <Tq is zero, the 
algorithm may lead to a negative value for the MLE of the residual variance component. 
.\mong other possibilities, nonlinear Jacobi and nonlinear Gauss-Seidel algorithms 
using quadratic approximation methods caji be useful when the initial value is far from a 
local maximum. Fisher Scoring as well as Newton's method fail monotone convergence, 
but NJA or NGS might converge monotonely. However, they may stiU be in danger of 
converging to a negative vaxiance component estimates. 
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5.2 New GCM Algorithms for Variance Component Estimation 
True missing data denotes the missing data that occurs in y ajid X. In this section, 
we discuss only the case that there is no true missing data. Without loss of generality, we 
shall not consider discussion about REML estimation in this section. ECME algorithm 
for the variance components model is, for all practical purposes, defined to consist of 
two cycles as follows: 
Cycle 1 for <7?, z = 1, • • •, u: EM approximation with no R-step. 
where 
t=i 
and - (V(°J)-^X[X^(V(°J)-^X]-X^(V(°J)-^ 
Cycle 2 for a^: Quadratic approximation (Fisher scoring) with no R-step(r = 1). 
= '^o'°'+,^j^y(i))°fjy(in_,|{y''P"'P"V-'r[(V"')'']}- (5.37) 
where 
X=1 
andP(^' = (V(^>)-^-(V(^))-iX[X^(V(^>)-^X]-X^(V(^))-^ 
The reason for the absence of an R-step in Cycle 2 is due to the fact that more than 
one inner iteration for Cycle 2 is not helpful in improving towards a local mavimnm 
even though maximization by several inner iterations might seem appropriate for the 
definition of ECME. The first proposed GCM algorithm (labeled GCM-1) GCM-1 also 
has two cycles with Cycle 1 having an R-step (r = 2) ajid an additional overrelaxation 
step with e = (a-^, • • •, al). 
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The second proposed GCM algorithm (labeled GCM-2) is the same as GCM-1 except 
that there is a partial Aitken acceleration step between Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 of GCM 
1 as following: 
partial Aitken step 
-h (1 - (5.38) 
where is the update of <r = {af, • • • ,(T^)^ after the first run of Cycle 1, is 
the update of a after the second run of Cycle 1, and depends on — 
as foUows: 
, , 1 for t such that > 0.001, 
= (5.39) 
otherwise, 
Note that this partial Aitken step fit to our definition of cycle in GCM algorithm since 
the step uses quadratic approximation step with Hessian ajid the corresponding 
maximization step. Thus, GCM-2 is still justified as a GCM algorithm. Surprisingly, 
the algorithm works well without failure of monotone convergence as shown in numerical 
example of Chapter 4. 
So far, we have not introduced ajiy new algorithm. Beginning with the concepts of 
the ECME algorithm, two new GCM algorithms, GCM-I and GCM-2, were developed. 
We shall utilize linearization methods discussed in Chapter 2 to derive another new 
algorithm. Figure 5.1, and 5.2 are the results of simulation experiments performed as 
part of the linearization procedures discussed in Chapter 2. 
In considering estimation of variajice components as imivariate problems for the 
purpose of linearization as discussed in Chapter 2, Figure 5.1 Ulustrates the flatness 
of the first derivative that leads to the non-effectiveness of quadratic approximation 
algorithms. In fact, with the score function Dl{d), Newton's algorithm converges only 
when the initial values i = 0, • • •, u are very close to the local maximimi. 
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sample stze= 10 
sample size= 30 
0 50 100 150 200250X0 0 50 100 150 200250X0 0 50 100 150 200250X0 
van wi vsn 
sample size= 50 
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O S O t O O t S 0  2 0 0 2 S 0 3 0 0  0  5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0  2 0 0 2 5 0 3 0 0  O S 0  1 0 0  1 S 0  2 0 0 2 S 0  3 0 0  
W1 wn wi 
sample size= 100 
Figure 5.1 Original Loglikelihood, Its First Derivative, and its Second 
Derivative Functions in Terms of erf 
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sample size= 10 
sample size= 30 
sample size= 50 
sample size= 100 
0 so 100 150 200 250 300 0 50 100 ISO 200 250 300 0 50 100 150 200 2S0 300 
Figure 5.2 Original Loglikelihood, Its Linearized Score Function, and Its 
Hessian Functions with Linearization Factor cr\lqi in Terms of 
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The last colximn of Figure 5.2 depicts the linearized Hessian D^IL [Q ). An algorithm 
that uses this Hessian and the score function will obviously produce a fast algorithm. 
When we use the linearization factor cr* (i.e., linearization index, p = 2) for each cor­
responding element of Dl{9), the linearized score function Dl£,(d) = a\Dl{6) is nearly 
linear on the subspace = {9; Dl{9) < 0} as seen in Figure 5.2. Note that the EM 
algorithm discussed earlier uses the above score function but not the above Hessian. To 
show this, by combining (5.24) and (5.26), and observing that 
dl{9) 0.5pfiT, I a\ 
£(b?'bi|y,«) = <r?(y-X;3)''V-'Z,ZiV-'(y-X^) +(rK?I-^?ZfV-'Z,), 
we obtain 
2(t+i) _ 2(t) r 4(t)^^(^)| K4n^ 
- CTt' + L<^:- (5.40) 
In the above iteration function, corresponds to the score function and g,- to 
the Hessian, of a quadratic approximation algorithm. Compaxing this to the algorithm 
based on the above linearization, we see that the score functions are identical. How­
ever, the Hessian function (shown on the last column of Figure 5.2 is not constant in 
the neighborhood of the solution as expected in the above EM algorithm (i.e., <7, is a 
constant). And this nonlinearity of Dli,{9) in the neighborhood is more serious as the 
solution is closer to zero. This explains the reason for the EM algorithm to become very 
slow when a solution is close to zero. 
On the basis of this lineaxization study, we propose a new GCM algorithm which 
is equivalent to nonlinear Jacobi using a linearized quadratic approximation method 
(NJALQ) as follows: 
where DIl{9)  = Dl{9)K{9)^  W{9)  is block diagonal elements of D^li ,{9)  corresponding 
to (/3,ctq, • • • ,o-„), and K{9) = blockdiag{[X'^V~^X]~^respectively. More 
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^2(t+l) ^ ^2(0 _ for i = 0, • • •, u. 
Of course, the first step of (5.42) can be omitted ajid computed once at convergence 
by setting V'^y - X0) = V'^y - V-iX[X^V-iX]-iX^V-iy. The only difference 
between this algorithm and EM is that qr,- in EM (see (5.40) above) is replaced by 
2  2(.,5/(^), . m d H i Q )  
daj  (a^7?)2'<^=-r' (5.43) 
5.2.1 Computation of First and Second Derivatives of Loglikelihood 
Whether one uses a quadratic approximation method, EM algorithm, or a new GCM 
algoritimi, it is required to obtain the first and/or second derivatives of loglikelihood. 
Since the procedure includes inversion of n x n matrix V, usual matrix operations in­
volving computation of the inversion are quite inefficient. Hemmerle and Hartley(1973), 
Hemmerle and Lorens(1976), and Goodnight and Hemmerle(1979), however, have es­
tablished elegant computational methods involving the W Transformation, to obtain 
necessary quantities for computing first and second order of the derivatives. We shall 
briefly introduce the algorithm in this section. 
Defining htot = [Zi, • • •, Zu], it is needed to compute the matrix 
Zl,V-'Z,„ ZLV-'X ZLV-'y 
w= X''V-'Z,„ X^'V-'X X''V-'y 
y^V-'Z,„ y^V-'X y^'V-'y 
Hemmerle and Hartley(1973) found that 
(5.44) 
H ^ — (TqV ^ — I — Ztot(D ^  +  ZjgtZtot )~^^tof> 
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where D = diag{al l^^xu • • • ,f^l<7,xi) is ELi ?•' ^ E"=i diagonal matrix, and that W 
can be established by setting 
o-^w = Wo -
zLz.« 
yjz.  Hot 
y^z, tot 
where 
'zLZ,., Z^X Z^y 
Wo= -syZtot X^x XV • (5.45) 
y^Ztot y^X y^y 
Goodnight and Hemmerle(1979) show that W can be obtained by performing sweep 
operations (Appendix A) on the matrix 




where L = [Z^(Zto/,X^Zto£,y^Ztot], and developed a modified sweep algorithm that 
achieves dimensional reduction so that the computation of W as well as \H\ = |D~^ + 
Z^fZtot||D| is done on a smaller matrix Wq than the matrix M. After performing the 
W transformation, the remaining computations involve only trivial matrix operations. 
Furthermore, when EM or GCM algorithms are used, inversion of any other matrix is 
not necessary for computing the derivatives. 
5.3 Empirical Comparison of ML algorithms 
In this section, several specific algorithms which are well-known, and GCM-3 algo­
rithm are implemented and compared in three examples. For improving efficiency of 
the algorithms, the computations of o-q in each iteration axe set identically to = 
^(y — Assuming that X has full column rank, the con­
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ventional algorithms for the variance components model axe presented as follows: 
Newt on-Raphs on 
For i = 0,1, • • •, 
1. Set and 
= i(y - - X/?f'+i)) 
2. Set = 7^'^ — a[D^l{'y^^^)]~'-and find a by performing linear search 
so that 
3. If > e for a given e then go to 1; otherwise accept current iterate 
as the limit of the sequence 
where H = ^V, 7 = (cr f /aQ.  •  • • ^CTI/CTq) '^ ,  Dl{ 'y)  and D^l{ 'y)  are the first and the sec­
ond derivatives, respectively in terms of 7. 
Fisher Scoring 
For t  = 0,1, • • 
1. Same as Step i above. 
2. Set — a[E{D^l{a'^^^))]~^Dl{<r^^^) ajid find a by performing linear 
search so that 
3. If > e for a given e then go to I;otherwise accept current iterate 
as the limit of the sequence 
where <r =  (<7^.  •  •  • ,  Dl{(r)  and D^l{<r)  are the first and the second derivatives, 
respectively in terms of <r. 
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EM 
For i = 0,1, • • •, 
1. Same as Step 1 above. 
2. Compute = trC — 
3. If > € for a given e then go to l;otherwise accept current iterate 
as the limit of the sequence 
where LEM{^) is a diagonal matrix whose elements axe (cr^/qx? • • * i<'"u/9u)-
Newton-Raphson and Fisher Scoring need an additional step for avoiding negative 
values being generated for the iterate Harville(1977) provides various methods 
to overcome this problem. 
The following GCM-L algorithm is modified from GCM-3 in Subsection 4.6.2 for 
computational efficiency of 
GCM-L 
For f = 0,1, • • •, 
1. Same as Step 1 above. 
2. Compute 
3. If > e for a given e then go to l;otherwise accept current iterate 
as the limit of the sequence 
where Lgcm{Q ) is diagonal matrix whose elements are (cr^/<fi(0), • • • ,cr^/(f„(0)), di{9)  = 
2a^5i  +  crf-qi ,  Si  i s  the  zth element  of  Dl{(r) ,  and 77,-  i s  the  i th  diagonal  e lement  of  D^l{(r) .  
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An EM algorithm incorporating overrelaxation is follows; 
EM-0 
Set a; = 1. For f = 0,1, • • •, 
1. Same as Step 1 above. 
2. Compute 
3. {Overrelaxation Step) Set 
;^(t) ^ 
If u; = 1 and < cq for a given eo and some to, then set a; = (1 + 
4. If > e for a given e then go to 1; otherwise accept current iterate 
as the limit of the sequence 
where LgMio") is a diagonal matrix whose elements axe {crl/qi, • • • lO-^/q^). 
Now, we compare the performance of four ML algorithms: Fisher Scoring (FS) , EM, 
GCM-L, EM with overrelaxation (EM-0) using three examples of variance components 
models (or mixed models) with real data. The reason for the choice of Fisher Scoring 
rather than the original Newton-Raphson is because of the fact that FS is known to 
be the quadratic approximation method adn[iitting the widest possible range of suitable 
initial vaJues for this model. 
The first example is an evaluation of the breeding value of a set of five sires in raising 
pigs. Each sire is mated to a random group of dams, each mating producing a Utter of 
pigs whose characteristics are the criterion. The model for y.jfc, average daily gain of 
pigs, is 
Vijk = n + Qi + Bij -f- eijk (5.46) 
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The ai axe constaxits associated with the sire effects and the Bij and the £ijk are random 
variables corresponding to dam and offspring effects. (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). 
We tried the fomr algorithms first with rough initial values = 1,0*0 = 1, and 
^2(0) _ jq^^2(o) _ initial values set to values in output from SAS 
ANOVA (<7?°^ = 0.0375,= 0.038). 
The convergence behavior of the algorithms with this data set is displayed in Table 
5.1. With rough initial values, Fisher Scoring algorithm diverges while EM, EM-0, 
GCM-L converge. Using the total CPU time in seconds, GCM-L shows the best efficiency 
with these initial values. With the initial values set to those from SAS/ANOVA, however, 
speed and convergence of FS improve. 
Table 5.1 TotaJ CPU times (number of iterations) of the four algorithms 
converging to OTQ = 0.0386969, (Ti = 0.0088309 in the first example 
(total CPU time = 0 (0) implies divergence of the algorithm) 
initial values EM GCM-L FS EM-0 
= 1, = 1 
4°^ = 10, 0-1°' = 10 







0 ( 0 )  





Somewhat different from the first example, the second is a model with unbalanced 
data from Haxville and Fenech(l985). Let yijki represent the weight (at birth) of the Ith. 
of those lambs that are the offspring of the fcth sire in the jth population line and of a 
dam belonging to the xth age category. This model is the following: 
Vijk t  =  IX +  Si  +  TTj +  Sjk  + Gijk l  (5.47) 
where the age effects (<Ji, ^2, ^3) and line effects (tti, 7r2, tts, ^4, tts) are fixed effects, where 
the sire with line effects (sn, , -sss) axe random effects that axe distributed indepen­
dently as N{0^ a-f), and where the random errors (cim, 61121, • • 63532) are distributed as 
iV(0, (Tg) independently of each other and of the sire effects. Table 5.2 show the results. 
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In this example, results are similar for the three choices of the initizJ values. Note 
that indeed, the maximuni of (cTq, erf) is (2.9440619,0) which is on the boundary of 
n = X R*'. The iterates from EM, GCM-L, and EM-0 did not converge to negative 
values even though the nimiber of iterations for EM and EM-0 were large in these cases 
as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Total CPU times (number of iterations) of the four algorithms 
converging to o-q = 2.9440619, = 0 in the second example 
(total CPU time (number of iteration) = 0 (0) implies divergence 
of the algorithm) 
initial values EM GCM-L FS EM-0 
•rj" = 1, <T!"' = 1 
= 10, = 10 













In the two variance component case as in our examples, if ai = 0, then &o = (y^y — 
(3^XTy)/n, i.e., there is a closed form solution for the MLE of ctq. This is the reason for 
FS to converge to the maximima in one iteration in this example since the first iterate 
of ai is negative and is set to zero, i.e., &i = 0. As before, GCM-L exhibits stability in 
its performance. 
The last example is concerned with the prediction of coimty crop areas using satellite 
information (Battese, Harter, and Fuller, 1988). Let yij be the number of hectares of 
corn in the jth segment of the zth county, and let xuj and xuj represent the number of 
satellite pixels in a sample segment classified as com and soybeans, respectively. This 
model is a nested-error regression model as following; 
Vij 00 "I" "{• 02^2ij "f" "I" (5.48) 
where Vi is county effects, u,- and e,j axe random effect and random error, respectively, 
and are identically and independently distributed as Normal as in the other examples. 
Table 5.3 contains the results attained from applying the algorithms. 
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Note that in this example, the dimension of the corresponding b, vector of random 
effects, is relatively small compared to that of y. Since EM-type algorithms assmne b to 
be missing data, EM and EM-0 algorithms converge quickly in this example. GCM-L 
being similar in structure to EM, also has a fcist convergence rate and is even quicker 
than those algorithms and the FS algorithm. 
Nonconvergence of GCM-L algorithm for the initial value (o-q"' = = 1) is 
expected since GCM-L algorithm is guaranteed to converge only for initial values on 
{ e £ ^ ; D l { 9 )  <0} .  
Table 5.3 Total CPU times (number of iterations) of the four algorithms 
converging to (Tq = 137.3160997, ai = 121.0584859 in the third 
example (total CPU time (number of iteration) = 0 (0) implies 
divergence of the algorithm) 
initial values EM GCM-L FS EM-0 
^(0) _ 1 ^(0) _ 1 (Tq — i. 0^1 — J-
4°' = 1000, = 1000 













Through the comparisons in the three examples, GCM-L algorithm outperforms the 
other algorithms in the sense of small convergence rate and wide range of initial values 
allowed that lead to convergence. In all of the examples, GCM-L is at least as fast 
as Newton's algorithm. This situation might change when u, the number of variance 
components becomes large. However, the correlations between variance components 
is generally expected to be low so that the difference between speeds of GCM-L and 
Newton's algorithm should not be large. 
Furthermore, the proposed GCM algorithm could be used with these models in more 
complex situations such as in the presence of missing data and nonlinearity problems. 
In the next section, a structure with a missing data problem is considered. 
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5.4 New GCM Algorithms with lirue Missing Data in y 
Assume some elements of y are missing at random. For convenience, let yi and yj 
denote observed data and missing data, respectively. Also suppose that , and is 
the partitions of Z,- corresponding to yi and ya while Xf, and Xf is the corresponding 
partitions of X. That is, 
y = 
Z, = (ZT^zr^f, 
X  =  ( X f , X ^ f ,  
(5.49) 
and V is decomposed into 















The conventional EM algorithm for ML estimation of variance components sets 
(y2,b) as missing data and the corresponding conditional distributions of missing data 
given observed data are 
b,|yi ~ iV(<T?Z5Vr,'(y.-X.;3),o-?I,,-<r?zSvr.'Z„), 
yj|y, ~ Ar(X2;3+Vj,Vr,'(y-X,^),Vj2-V,iVr,'Vi2), (5.51) 
respectively. Thus the ith iteration of the conventional EM algorithm is eis follows: 
= £;[(x^v-^(')x)-x^v-^('V|yi,^^'^] 
= £[bfbi/«|y.,<lW] < = 1, 
a-5<'+" = i£:[(y-X,3l'l)''{y-X^('))|y,,«<•)] 
n 
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However, the complete data structure (or data augmentation) of this conventional al­
gorithm is expected to cause slower convergence of the algorithm than the conventional 
EM algorithm without true missing data the speed of convergence of which was dis­
cussed in Section 5.1. This is because former algorithm has more missing data than 
the latter, and the convergence rate of ein EM aJgorithm depends on the proportion of 
information amounts of missing data over those of complete data as shown in (2.25). 
Partial Aitken acceleration and overrelaxation may be applied to improve the speed of 
the EM algorithm as discussed in Subsection 4.6.2. 
Another data augmentation scheme is to set only y2 as missing data, that is, complete 
data is just y = (yf,yj)^. Problem with this complete data stnicture is that there is 
no closed form of expression for af,i = 0, in the M-step of the resulting EM 
aJgorithm. One solution is to apply the nonlinear Jacobi algorithm using linearized 
quadratic approximation developed in Section 5.2. That is, as the E-step using (5.51), 
compute and £^(Z)/£,(0^'^|yi,0^''), perform an iteration of the nonlinear 
Jacobi algorithm given in (5.41). 
Thus, the exact computation required in each iteration of this algorithm is 
^(t+n ^ Q(t) _ (5.52) 
where 
Diae)  = Di{e)K{e) ,  
W{6)  is block diagonal elements of for {/3,(Tq, • • • ,<t^ ), 
and K{0) = blockdiag{[X^V~^X\~^• • ,cr*). 
Since the algorithm without true missing data is guaranteed to converge monotonely, 
this aJgorithm with true missing data is at least a GEM aJgorithm with monotone con­
vergence as defined in Chapter 1 and has a faster convergence rate than the conventionaJ 
EM. 
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Before deriving the required computational steps in detail, note that 
£(y|yi,») = (yr.-S(yf|yi.«))'' 
yi 
^ X 2 / 3  +  V 2 i V r x ^ ( y - X i ; 3 )  
and that for a matrix 
An Ai2 
Aji A22 
which is pcirtitioned appropriately according to the dimensions of yi and y2, 
E(y ' 'Ayly„ 0)  = yLp^y^p + -  VjiVri 'Vi^]) ,  
where y.vnp = £'(ylyi,^). Then by setting /3 = (X'^V~^X)~^X^V~^y, we have 
A = 
(5.53) 
W ) ,  
da} = -O.5MV-'ZiZ?) + O.5E(y^PZ.ZfPylyi,0) 
d H { 9 )  
= -0.5fr(V-^Z,Zf - P2Z,ZfPnV22 - V2iV-^Vi2]) 
+0-5yLpPZ.ZfPy.„.p, 
E{-^^\YU6)  = 0.5ir(V-^Z,ZfV-^Z.Zn 
-^r(P2Z.ZfV-iZ.Zj'PnV22 - V^iV-iVni) 
-yLpPZ,ZfV-iZ.zrPy.v„p, 
where P = V"^ — V~^X[X^V~^X]~^X^V~^, and Pi and P2 axe partitions of P cor­
responding to that of y, respectively, i.e., P,, z = 1,2 has the same number of rows as 
y.-
Now, the fth iteration of the new GCM algorithm is 
2 ( t + l )  
(X''V-'WX)-'X''V-'('V™p, (5.54) 
-= <T, — 
2<rf'E(|^|y„fl)|^^„„ + erf l£:(^|y., 
for 7 = 0, • • •, u. 
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Of course, the first step in (5.54) can be omitted from the each iteration and computed 
once only at convergence by setting V~^(y — X/3) = V~^y — V~^X[X^V~^X]X^V~'^y. 
The computational burden of the new GCM aJgorithm includes the E^step (com­
puting conditional mean and variance of missing data), computing P2Z,ZfP2 and 
P2Z,ZfV""^Z,-ZfP^. Note that the W transformation also needs to be computed as 
in the case of no true missing data. As usual, for the E-step in the case of the normal 








Thus. E{y2\yi) = X2/3 + V2iVii^(y - Xi/3), and Var{y2\yi) = V22 - V2iVi/Vi2) 
are easily computed. Since tr{A^B) = vec{A)^vec{B) for any matrix A and B with 
appropriate dimension, computing trace of product of two matrices is trivial. 
However, separate computations of P2Z,ZfP^ and P2Z,ZfV~^Z,ZfP^ may require 
high dimensional matrix operations. For solving this problem, the W transformation, 
introduced in Subsection 5.2.1 is adopted as described below. 
Let E2 is right partition of an ra x  n  identity matrix partitioned by columns to have 
the same cohimn dimensions as those of yi and yj, i.e, I = (Ei, E2) With the use of this 
matrix, we can express the new matrix W,„o as 
ZLZtot  Z^X Zl ,y  ZLE2 
XFZtat  X^X X^y X^E2 
y^Ztot  y^X y^y y^E2 
E^ZTAT E^X Ejy E^E, 
W^o = (5.55) 
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and then compute the W transformation as follows: 
W = (5.56) 
zLv-^z,., z^v-^x Z^V-^y ZLV-^E2 
X^Y-'Ztot X^V-^X X^V-^y X^V-^Ez 
y'^'V-'Ztot y^V-^X y^V-iy y^V^E^ 
E.lY-'-Ztot E^V-^X EjV-V E^V-^Ej 
where Ztot = [Zi,  • •  • ,  Z„].  Since 
P2Z, = E^PZ, 
= E[V-»Z.- - E^V-^X(X^V-^X)-^XV-iZ., 
with this extended version of the W transformation, computation of the additional 
quantities is simplified. 
In fact, El and E2 are also useful for obtciining conditional expectation and condi­
tional variance of missing data. Assume S = SWEEP[1, • • • ,9]V and q is the number 
of missing data in y (see Appendix A for sweep operator in detail). Then, we have the 
following formulas: 
E{y2\y i )  = E[X/3 + EjSEiEf(y-X/3) 
Var(y2|yi) = E^SEj. 
So fax, we have assumed that missing data occurs in bottom part of y for convenience. 
Although we can reorder data so that this situation is always true, the naturally occurring 
order of missing data is sometimes important or impossible to change. The case of times 
series data is an example. In this generalized case, the computation required for the new 
GCM algorithm is nearly the same as in the missing data case discussed. 
Let ki = (fell, • • •, A;i(„_,)) and ki = (A:2i, • • •, A:2,) be partition of (1, •••,n) where 
k2j , j  = 1,  • •  • ,  ^  i s  the  locat ion of  j th  missing data  in  y  and ki j , j  = 1,  •  •  • ,  n  — q  is  
the location of jth observed data in y. Set E2 to consist of all k2jth. columns of n x n 
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identity matrix, and Et of all Ariytii columns of n x n identity matrix. Then only sweeping 
(fcn, • • •,kun-q)) out of V instead of sweeping • ,n — q) produces exactly the same 
results as in monotone missing data case. Thus our new GCM algorithm for missing 
data requires only sweeping and the extended W transformation in each iteration. 
5.4.1 Simple Example for Missing Data in y 
Here, an example of the GCM eilgorithm for missing data in y is presented. The 
GCM algorithm is a missing data version of GCM-L which was discussed earlier. Any 
comparison of this GCM algorithm with other methods were not conducted since it was 
previously showed that GCM-L algorithm is more efficient than either EM or Newton's 
algorithms. The satellite data was used in previous empirical comparisons in no true-
missing-data case. To experiment with missing data, three observations, 12th, 23th, 
36th observations in natural order, are assimied to be missing. Assuming that ki = 
(^11, • • •,^i(7i-<j)), ki = (k2i, • • • jk2q) , El, and E2 have the definitions described in 
Section 5.4, the following is the specific description of the algorithm: 
Missing Data Version of GCM-L 
For i = 0,1, • • •, 
1. Computes = 5»'£;BP[k,IVl'l, = E,Efy+EjE|'[X^"'+SEiEf(y-X/3)], 
and VW = E?'SI')E2 
2. Set = [X''H-""X]-'X''H-'Wym, and 
"c""' = i(y™p - X/3<'+'l)^H-'W(yi„, - X^f'+'l) + irCEjPWEjVW) 
3. Compute — [Z,c?cAf 
4. If > £ for a given e then go to 1,-otherwise accept current iterate 
as the limit of the sequence 
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where Lgcm{^) is diagonal matrix whose elements cire , a*/d^{8)), di{0) = 
2crf5i + crfrji, Si is the ith element of E{Dl((r)\yi), and iji is the :th diagonal element of 
E{DH{cr)\y,). 
Using this algorithm and the original version of GCM-L which was defined in Section 
5.3. MLEs were foimd for three cases of data structures. The first case (ORG) is the 
original complete data in which 12th, 23th, and 36th observations were present. Scat-
terplot matrix in Figure 5 shows the structure of the complete data and indicates the 
artificially missing data. The second case of data (CC) is established by omitting the 
above ttiree observations from the data entirely. The last case (MISS) is our interesting 
data structure where the responses are missing for the above three observations. For the 
first and the second cases, the original GCM-L algorittmi is used and for the third case, 
the missing data version of GCM-L given above. Table 5.4 shows the results for three 
data sets. 
Table 5.4 The results of ML estimation for example of missing data in y 
with Battese et al's(1988) model 
Case O"0 CTl 





ORG 121.062 137.313 50.967, 0.328, -0.133 
CC 116.772 139.643 50.259, 0.335, -0.138 
MISS 117.070 138.798 50.251, 0.335, -0.138 
Interestingly, the difference between MLEs of /3 in two cases appear to be miniTTia.1 
while values of variance components estimates for MISS are located between those for 
CC and ORG. GCM algorithm for MISS case taJces 30 iterations in finding the MLE. 
This implies that missing data does not heavily affect on the speed of GCM-L algorithm 
since the original version of GCM-L algorithm needed 15 iterations to obtain MLEs. 
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Figure 5.3 Scatter Plot Matrix of Satellite Data, var 0 = v, var 1 = 'Seg­
ment', var 2 = y, var 3 = Xi, and var 4= Xj 
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5.5 Discussion 
In this chapter, extensions of GCM algorithm for variance components models are 
studied. GCM-L, one of the GCM algorithms shows efficiency in performance with 
respect to the conditions [a]-[e] which axe presented in Chapter 1. The algorithm does 
not require any linear search for monotone convergence of each iteration nor 
taJce unnecessary steps as EM does so that the GCM improves speed of convergence of 
the EM algorithm. Furthermore, any set of the initial values which are sufficiently large 
guarantee convergence of the sequence by linearization theorem in Chapter 2. 
The algorithm is specific to the model described. The performance of this scheme for 
other models is unknown. As evinced from examples shown so fax, developing efficient 
algorithms using this technique generally depends on the characteristics of the specific 
model. The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate appropriate guidelines for 
developing improved GCM algorithms by applying it to specific examples. 
GCM scheme appears to have great potential for improving conventional ML algo­
rithms for many models. Chapter 6 introduces some examples which axe expected to 
be improved with appropriate GCM algorithms and describes the corresponding GCM 
algorithms. 
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6 FRAMEWORK FOR MORE APPLICATIONS OF THE 
GCM ALGORITHMS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we introduce several models for which might GCM algorithms are 
developed for ML estimation of the parameters. Because of time limitations and unavail­
ability of data, simulation studies or numericaJ studies with real data were not conducted 
for these models. However, GCM algorithms presented in this chapter can be used with 
appropriate data without any change or modifications while they can be extended for 
other similar models with smtable modifications in the algorithms. 
As a generalization of the GCM algorithms for variance component model with miss­
ing data in y, we establish variance component model with missing data in X. This 
requires the assumption of a specific prior distributions for X. The GCM algorithm 
under a multivariate normal for X is developed in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 introduces a 
neural network with a specific variance component structure and derive corresponding 
GCM algorithm. 
6.2 New GCM Algorithms with Missing Data in X for Variance 
Component Model 
Suppose that, excluding the intercept column, the first q columns of X have missing 
data. Also assume that each independent variables corresponding to the each column of 
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X matrix are continuous variable which is approximately distributed as Gaussian and 
that the missing data in the variables occur at random. 
To handle this missing data problem, we need to impose conditions, specifically 
prior probability distributional assumptions on the variables. Let Xi,---,Xp denote 
the column vectors of X and x^, • • • ,x^ the row vectors of X. Traditional approach 
to missing data in X, especially in regression problem, is to assume that the xps are 
independent of each other and that each xj' is distributed as ^xx)-
But sometimes, x,'s, column vectors of X, might not be correlated with each other 
presnming appropriate variable selection in X, but the elements of x,- might be correlated 
with each other in the same x^. We may assume that this correlation has the same 
design structure as that of y. Thus, a fecisible assimiption in this case is that x,'s 
are independent of each other and that each x, is distributed as 1, V), where 
V = and Zj is the same notation as in (5.1). That is. 
Xi' — 1 + 
i=l 
(6.1) 
where each bj(x.),i = 1, • • •, u is a random vector independent of each other, independent 
of Cr;, and distributed as iV(0.crjI,.), and the distribution of e^^, is N{0,aQln)- In this 
section, ail derivations for GCM algorithm are based on this prior. 
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where = /?ol + ELi + Ei=,+i fe, and Vj, = (1 + ZUi Note that each 
X,- is not correlated with each other, but only with y and Cov[y, x,) = A"Vx. • 
If no data were missing, we would maximize log{p[y\0• • • ,Xp) nLiP(x,|^xJ) = 
l{0) + This problem can be solved by extending the GCM algorithms 
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without true missing data which was discussed in Section 5.3. That is, the rth iteration 
of GCM (nonlinear Jacobi using linearized quzidratic approximation) is, for i = 1, • • •, q, 
= (l^V-^l)-^l^V-^x.-, (6.3) 
and the exact same formula as in (5.41), 
0( t+i)  ^  g(t )  _ (6.4) 
where 
D k i d )  =  D l { 6 ) K { d ) ,  
W { 9 )  is block diagonal elements of D ^I L { 9 )  for (/3, CTQ,---, o-„), 
and A^(5) = blockdiag{[X^V~^X]~^,aQ,-• • 
Since we axe interested in 5 = {/3,(Tq, • • • ,<t„), with complete data, we only need (6.4) 
which is the same as that without true missing data. 
In the case of missing data in X and no missing data in y, we will assxmie with loss of 
generality that the first q predictor variables include the missing data. However, in this 
case, we have to compute conditional expectation and conditional variance of missing 
data given observed data. Since conditional distribution of Xi, • • • ,x, given y is 
/ 




^x2Xi |y Vx.l. ^xjisly ^X2r,|y (6.5) 
\ I^Xq[y |y ^a:,X3|y • _ / 
i.e., 
Kar(x..|y) = V.,, = (1 -
Co.(x.-,x.|y) = = 
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By applying sweep operator (Appendix A) to these conditional variance-coveiriance ma­
trices of X,- given y, Ei-step which computes the first derivative function of observed 
loglikelihood function can be easily obtained. 
Let x,(o6a) and x,(mia), z = 1, • • •, be observed data and missing data portions of x,-, 
respectively. And let = i^il(obs)t ' ' ' 1 ^xoi(oba)} and " ' * » ^imiimia)') 
denote location vectors of observed data and missing data in x,, respectively, i.e., 
^tj(m:j)th element of x, is jth in Here, o,- is the nimiber of elements in x,(o6a) 
and m,- the number of elements in x,(mt"a)- Set E2j- to consist of ki(mia) coltimns of the 
n X n identity matrix, and Ei,- to consist of columns of the n x n identity matrix. 
Lemma 
For a symmetric matrix A,x,, and Xj,i = 1, ••• ,q,j = 1, ,q 
^/(XilZois) — ExtXt'(o6s) "i" E2t-^(Xt(mt3)|Zo6s) 
£'(xfAXj|Zo65) = E(xflZo6a)-A.B(XjlZo6s) -htr(E[jAE2iCov(Xt( mtj)j ^ j(mi3) |Zo6a)) 
where Zo6s = (y,Xi(o65), • • • ,x,(o6,)) 
Proof 
It's trivial to show the result from the fact / = Ei.E^- + E2t"E^- for each t = L ••• ,q 
Let Xirnp denotes 
^tmp ^(^^|Zo6s) — (-^(Xl |2O5S)i ' " ' > -^(x^|Zo4a), X^.^x» ' ' ' j 
Lemma 
ElXi-V-'XIy^), E ( ( y - X / 3 ) ^ V - % Z j V - ^ ( y  -  and 
E ( ( y  —  X j 3 ) ^ V ~ ^ Z j Z f V ~ ^ Z j Z j ' V ~ ' ^ ( y  — X j S j j Z g b s )  can be expressed respectively as 
foUows: 
+ F, 
(y - X,„,/3fV-%ZfV-'(y - Xi„p^) + /3^Gj/3, 
(y - Xt„^^)''v-%zfv-%zrv-'(y -
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where all elements of (1, g + 1, • • •, p) columns and rows of F, G^, and Kj are zeros, and 
for I  = 1, • • • ,  g,  A: = 1, • • • ,  g,  each (z +1, fc + 1) element of F,  Gj,  and KjJ = 1, • • • ,  u is 
respectively 
tr(E^V~^E2,Cou(Xt( mis) t  
ZjZj-EjfCov(x,"(^j5j, |zo6a)), and 
ir(E^^ V"^ZjZjV"^ZyZf V~^E2,C<w(Xi(m«), Xjt(m«) IZoia))• 
For deriving the algorithm ia detail, we have the following quzintities: for i = 
I , - - - , q , j  =  
dm 
{ o f j u r  




= Xf„,V-'y - XLpV-'X,„,/3 - F3, 
Ei^\z,e) = -0.5ir(V-"ZiZj)+0.S(y-Xi„,^fV-'Z,ZjV-'(y-Xi„,^) 
= -xL,v-'x„, - F, 
e((a^N.«) = o.5(r(v-'z,z7v-'z,zj) 
-(y - Xi„p;3)''v-'z,zjv-'z,zjv-'(y -
-0''Kjl3, 
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where Xj ^ — E{^Ki\%oba)i No6« — ^oba — {Yi^l{obs)i ' ' ' i^^{obs)} ? 
and = V-i - V-^l[l^V-^l]-il^V-^ 
Using the formula above, for i = I, • - •, g, j = 0, • - •, u, the rth iteration of the new 
GCM algorithm is 
(m) ^ (irv-^l)-^l^V-^xrP, f ^ i  
2(t+l) 
= (XLpV-^<')X.,„p +F)-^XLpV-^(')y, imp 
erf I -
where 
d m  ^  d m  ' d i . , { 9 , , )  
da-j da] ^ da] 
d ' l t j e )  ^  d H { 9 )  
{ d a j y  { d a ] y ^ t i  '  
In addition to sweeping a.qnxqn matrix, the computation for the model with missing 
data in X includes a W transformation which is even more extended than the one need 
with missing data in y. 
That is, performing W transformation of 
W,„o = 
ZLZ,0. Z^x zLy zf,,E, 
X^Ztot X^X X^y X^Et 
y^Ztot y^x y^y y^Et 
EfZ,,, EfX Efy EjEt 
leads to the easy access the following quantities 
ZS,V-'Z,„ zr„v-'x ZLV-'y ZJ,V-'E2 
X''V-'Z,„, X''V-'X X^V-'y X''V-'E2 Wm = 
y^V-iZ,„, y^V-^X y^V'V y^V'^Ez 




where Ziot = [Zi, • - •, Z^] and Et = [E21, • • •, E^,]. 
The GCM algorithm described above applies in the case of the selected prior only so 
that the aJgorithm may need to be adjusted for specific data, in which case a different 
prior may be appropriate. 
6.2 Neural Network Prediction Model 
The neural network was constructed in order to mimic the behavior of hmnaxi brain 
in recognizing the pattern of an object. Since late 80's, neural networks have become 
one of popular methods for modeling artificial intelligence, especially, machine learning, 
in various areas in engineering where sophisticated monitoring of phenomena or events 
were needed. There are more than ten official journals and thousands of books for topics 
related with this method. As a statistician, Ripley(1994) presents an introduction to 
neural network and a wide ranging comparison between neural network methodology and 
other statistical methods. He pointed out that neural networks are not always better 
than other statistical methods, especially nonpaxametric nonlinear regression methods 
like MARS and projection pursuit regression. It performs better in some cases, but 
worse in others. 
The feed forward neurai network with a one hidden layer is the most popular one 
among the various neural networks. This neural network has three layer, input layer, 
hidden layer, and output layer. Assume that we have a data set and the 
hidden layer of neural network has H  nodes.. For h  =  each Ath node in 
the hidden layer of the neural network is assigned the value obtained from a nonlinear 
function /^(tyjx) of weighted simi lofx of input data x,- of input layer where z,o, first 
element of x, is 1 for intercept, and Wk is unknown coefficient vector. Then output layer 
has a vaiue obtzuned from its nonlinear function 
H 
MPo + (6.8) 
k=i 
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of weighted sum /?o + 0hfh{-) in the hidden layer. That is, each pair of y,- and 
Xi,i = 1 • • •, n is assiuned to have the following relationship: 
where e,,z = 1, • • • ,n is independent of each other and assumed to be distributed with 
iV(0,o-o) where cTq is unknown. This assumption on distribution of error term e, is 
unusual, but is necessaxy when we consider the estimation of paxameters in this neural 
n e t w o r k  a s  M L  e s t i m a t i o n  ( F c i r a g g i  a n d  S i m o n ,  1 9 9 5 ) .  A l s o ,  n o t e  t h a t  f h ,  h  =  0 ,  -  •  •  ^  H  
are assumed to be known. 
6.2.1 GCM Algorithm for Neural Network Prediction Model 
Although many types of neural networks have been developed so fax, in this section 
we consider only neural network prediction (NNP) model, a type of feed forward neural 
networks which has a linear function as /o(-) and the function as fki-),h = 
I , - -  -  , H .  Formally, NNP model has the following structure: 
where e,, z = l,---,n has the same properties above. The NNP has been proved to 
approximate any measurable function in measure and Lp as the number of hidden nodes 
becomes laxge (Ripley, 1994). 
In fact, assuming normally distributed random error for neuraJ networks is for the 
statistical convenience of being able to fit the model as a nonlinear regression (Faxaggi 
and Simon, 1995). In this setting, it is obvious that ML estimation of the paraxneters of 
the model is the same as least squaxe(LS) estimation except that one ignores the degrees 
of freedom for estimating CTq. Note that there axe many other possible assumptions for 
error which may lead to different estimation methods. We, however, concentrate only 
on ML estimation with normal errors in this section. 
ff 
V i  =  /o(/?o + Pkfhiwlx.)) + (6.9) 
(6.10) 
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Interpretation of each parameter of this neural network is not necessary nor possible. 
The estimation is only necessary for prediction of a multivariate nonlinear function. 
The absence of pajameter inference is one reason that many statistician have avoided 
the study of neural networks. 
From equation (6.10), the loglikelihood is 
m = -0.5nlos.i - - A - g (6.11) 
and its first and second derivatives are as follows: 
op <Tq 
= ^c i^(y-D/3), for J = 0,h = 
O W f i j  C q 




d H { 9 )  0.5 
^ 2^hi*^k for k^h. dwhjd^k CTi 0 
0.5 T 0.5 T 
= + -2^C/. (y - D^) for k = h, 
d n { d )  0.5 T 
o o o for k ^ dwhjowki <^0 ' 
0.5 T 0.5 T 
= + -IT^hjiiy - for k = h, 
d H ( e )  o.5„T, 
= --tD (y-D'S).  
OpO<7Q (TQ 
a'/(«) 0.5 r, 
dw,jd<Ti -
where D is annx (//"+!) matrix whose element in ith row and (/i + 1) column is 
i+eip(-«;rx^) for /i = 1, • • •, /i, (obviously every element in the first column of D is 1 for 
intercept term), is n x 1 vector corresponding to (/i + l)th column of D, Chj is n x 1 
vector whose zth element is 
_ a;,Aexp(-u;^x,) 
•" (1+exp(-u;Jx.))2' ^ 
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ajid ehji is n X 1 vector whose xth element is 
/3Ag.ja:«7[exp(0.5i/;^x.) - exp(-0.5wlxi)] 
[exp(0.5ij;fx,)+exp(—O.Siofx,)]^ 
Originally, estimation for the feed forward neural network is implemented by beick-
propagation method, a kind of steepest ascent which has as its iteration function 
M^{9) = 9-sDl{e). 
Backpropagation chooses its step size s as a small value to ensure convergence of 
to a local maximum. This strategy makes the algorithm obviously very slow. 
On the other hand, statisticians often use a quadratic approximation method with 
linear search like the modified Newton's or a quasi-Newton method for improvement 
in the speed of convergence. However, when the number of hidden nodes is large, this 
approach results in the 'curse of dimensionality', that is, the problem of quadratically 
increasing memory needed, as the dimension of the model increases. For example, when 
dimension of x,- is 5 and nimiber of nodes hidden nodes of neural network prediction 
model is 4, 20+5+1=26 parameters must be estimated and a 26 x 26 Hessian matrix 
evaluated at each iteration of a quadratic approximation method. Linear search for 
monotone convergence at each iteration adds to the already heavy computational burden 
of this method. 
To overcome some of the disadvantages of the previous two methods, we present 
below a GCM algorithm, which is a composite of nonlinear Gauss-Seidel and nonlinear 
Jacobi using linearized quadratic approximation method which is mentioned in Chapter 
2. 
Given rri°', • • •, £To^ °^), the t + 1th iteration of the algorithm is 
"•ir' = "•£' - OTtff) J =0,•••,?, 
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where 
TTfcj = e x p { w h j ) l { l - \ - e x p { w h j ) ) ,  
W h j  (l-TTfcyjTTAi 
(l-TAi)27r^y Wlj (1 "  
= Df(0)(-log(l-7r, ,))O-\ 
= 0.7Dim- log(l - ''«))'"(r-^) + 0'i(9)(- log(l - ir»,))'> \ 
i — T^hj 
At coavergence of the above algorithm, setting D = and j3 = MLE of (Tq is 
computed by 
di = ky-'b0fiy-t>0). (6.14) 
n 
Even this algorithm has dimensionality problem when the nimiber of nodes is very 
large. In this case, we can use several iteration of a linear iterative method like Gauss-
• • dl(0^ Seidel to solve the linear equation = 0 to overcome the cxirse of dimensionality. 
6.2.2 Neural Network Prediction with Variance Components 
Whether data we consider is from an observational study or an experimental design, 
it's possible to have more than one source of random variation according to the data 
(Gumpertz and Pantula, 1992). In this case, if each of the random effects can be 
considered as independent, identical distributed, especially normally distributed, linear 
effect, we can establish the following model structure: 
£ 1 + eM-yU,) + g (6-15) 
where each bj, j = 1, • • •, u is a random vector independent of each other, independent of 
e = (ei, • • •, Cn)^, and distributed as iV(0.(rfI,.), and the distribution of e is iV(0, o-qIti). 
each Zj, each row of which is Zj,, is a known n x g,- matrix. Now the ML estimation of 
9 = (/3, iwi, • • •, Wff, (To, cTi, • • •, cTu)^ is based on the following loglikelihood 
1(9) = -0.5n log 2it - 0.5 log |V| - 0.5(y - D/3)^V~^(y - D/3), (6.16) 
Ill 
where V = uar(y) = + o-qIti. Then Dl{6) consist of 
= O.SD^VV - 0.5D^V-^Dy3, 
= 0.5cf V-^(y - D^), for i = 0, • • •,p, h  =  l , - - - , H ,  m -
^ = -0.5ir(V-iZiZ?) + 0.5(y-D/3)^V-iZiZ?^V-Hy-D^), (6.17) 
where Zq = In and t = 0,1, • • •, u. And the elements of D^l{6) and Ioba{Q) = —E[D'^l{6)\ 
axe as follows: 
d ^ l { 9 )  ^  .O.SD^V-^D, 
d0^d^ 
= -Z)^V-^ZiZ>V-^(y-D/3),  nT-ir-iryrrTx;—1/ 
d/3^dai 
^ ^ = —0.oc^jV~^dk for k h. 
dwhjd/3k 
= -O-ScJi-V-'di + |^cf^V-'(y - D^) for k = h, 
= —0.5c/,yV Cki for k ^ h, 
dwhjdwki 
n  l - . .  I  n  
= -0.5<.V-^Z,Z/V-^(y-D/3), 









_rr_^f(£L, ^ 0 Pf I „ 
and - = 0.5fr(V-'Z,Z?'V-'Z,Z?'). 
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It's obvious that first and second derivatives of logiikelihood except for W h ,  h  =  I , - -  -
are exactly the same as those of the linear variance components model. This means 
that the useful results of the GCM algorithms discussed in Chapter 5 regarding the 
linear variance components model can be used without any modification for estimation 
of (/3,o-o, 
As for estimating for Wk,fi = l,---,/r, several algorithms axe possible. In this 
section, we presents two algorithms. One approach is to use the same repcireuneterization 
and the same linearization to the above logiikelihood as the one used in the c«ise of the 
logiikelihood for the simple neural network prediction model. 
The other is to perform a complete-data approximation to the logiikelihood assuming 
that b,'s are missing data ajid to apply the same reparameterization and the same 
linearization to the conditional expectation of complete-data likelihood equation as he 
one mentioned before. That is, assuming complete data (y, hi, • • •, b,,), we have 
dlcomi^) 0.5^2" Tk/O *7 U ^ C _ n _ i. _ i rr 
o 2 y  . Zt'b,), for J  — 0, • • • ,p, h  — 1, • • •, £r, d w k j  o - Q  
d%U9) 0.5 r , 
a a = T^hj^ki for h, dwhjdwki cri •' 
= -I- ^ej,^(y - D/3 - ^  Z.b. ) for k  =  h ,  
I - I  
where lcom{&) denotes the complete-data logiikelihood, and conditional expectation of 
b,'s given observed data y are easily computed as 
£^(bi |y) = (TfZfV-i(y-D/3).  
Now one can solve = 0 by applying the GCM algorithm using the same reparame­
terization and linearization to the conditionai expectation of complete-data logiikelihood 
given observed data. 
Thus we present two GCM algorithms (GCM-1 and GCM-2) below as follows; 
Assuming 0 = (y9, <7^, • • •, ttu, • • •, Trip, • • •, TTHU • • •, Tffp), the rth iteration of GCM-1 
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2Llgorithm is 
0(t+i)  ^  0(t)  _  (6-18) 
where D I L{ 9 )  =  D l { 9 ) K { Q ) ,  W ( d )  is block diagonal elements of D ^I L{ 9 )  for 
9 — ^0' ' " ' ? ^U' ' ' ' ^ ^Ipi ' ' " » " 7 
and 
K{9) = blockdiag{[D^V~^D]~\a^, • • •, (-^ogil - 7ru))°-^ • • •, {-log{l - 7rip))° 
• .  • ,  i - l o g { l  -  •  •  • ,  ( - ^ 1  "  
After partitioning 9 into 9i = (/3, o-g, • • •, CR  ^ and 02 = (ttu, • • •, TTip, • • •, -KHI , • • •, TTHP)-. 
the fth iteration of GCM-2 has the following two steps: 
D I M )  =  D l { d i ) K , { 9 , l  
l^i(5i) is block diagonal elements of D^ILI{9I)  for (/3, Uq, • • •, cr^), 
Ki{9i) = blockdiag{[D'^V~^D]~\(7or ,crl), 
DlL2(com){92) = Dlcom{92)K2{92), 
1^2(^2) is block diagonal elements of D^l[,2(com){92) 
for ' j * 7 ' * * 7 
and K2(92) = hlockdiag{{-log{l - ttu))®"'', • • •, (-^o5r(l - Trip))"*'', • • •, 
(-/o^(l - TT^O)"-', • • • 7 i-log{l - TT^p)"-')). 
6.3 Discussion 
GCM technique seeks to improve the convergence rate, and reduce computations 
while maintaining monotone convergence without using linear search in each iteration. 
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In this dissertation, improved aigorithms were obtained for the repeated measure model, 
the t-model, the normal finite mixture, and the variance component model with/without 
missing data. But as observed in the contingency table example, GCM shotild be used 
prudently for improving algorithmic efficiency. 
Most of statistical literature dealing with maximum likelihood estimation concentrate 
on two algorithmic approaches: Newton-type and EM-type. Although any EM-type 
algorithm is related to the missing data concept, it has been a competitor to Newton-
type algorithms due to its flexibility and simplicity. The GCM algorithm is an approach 
to exploit the merits of the two algorithms by applying one of them to each of separate 
partitions of the parameters. 
We have to emphasize that this dissertation is just the tip of the iceberg. There are 
many statistical models, especially generalized linear models, to which new algorithms 
for MLE need to be found and for which purpose GCM approach seems ideal. Also, GCM 
algorithm can play a main role in least squares problems and other estimation problems, 
e.g., M-estimation that involves optimization. Alternatively, a GCM algorithm may 
be derived for more complex models like generalized variance components model where 
random coefficients axe not independent of each other or over-dispersed binomial mixed 
effects model. From the computing aspect, GCM approach might be more flexible to be 
adapted for high performance computing machines and for global maximization using, 
say, interval analysis, than other Newton-type aigorithms. 
As statisticians introduce new models in order to improve the analysis of their data, 
availability of more generally applicable algorithm for ML estimation becomes an im­
portant computational issue. In many situations we have observed that the standard 
Newton-type or EM-tjqje algorithms may turn out to be not as efficient as desired. In 
these cases, the possibility of finding MLE's must be investigated. We believe that the 
flexibility and general applicability of GCM affords a new approach for obtaining new 
and more efficient computational algorithms. 
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APPENDIX A SWEEP OPERATOR FOR COMPUTING 
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION AND 
VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX OF GAUSSIAN 
DISTRIBUTION 
The sweep operator introduced by Beaton( 1964) is indispensable for performing com­
putations associated with the missing data problem of Gaussian models. In this Ap­
pendix, properties of the method will be reviewed with regards of to its use in computing 
conditional expectation and conditional variajice. For basic applications of the sweep 
operator in regression computation, see Goodnight(1979). 
Define SWEEP[k]V for V = ((u,y)), the n x n vaxiance-covariance matrix of y as 
follows: 
Step 0 pivot = Vkk 
Step 1 for i = 1 to n; for j = I to n 
if(z ^ k ajid j ^ k) then set Vij = Vij — 
endfor:endfor; 
Step 2 for i = 1 to n 
set Vik = Vikf pivot 
set Vki = Vki/pivot 
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endfor 
• Step 3 set Vkk = -l/ujtfc 
The (i,j) element of 5W££JP[fc]V is 
c(yv{yi,yj\yk) for i 7^ k and j k, 
cofv{yi^yk)Ivar{yk)., slope parameter in simple regression of y,- on yk for i ^ k and 
3  =  k ,  
c o v { y k , y j ) / v a r { y k ) ,  slope parameter in simple regression of y j  on y k  for i  =  k  and 
J # k, 
or — l / v a r { y k )  for i  —  j  =  k .  
Furthermore, it is easy to show by induction that the { i , j )  element of 
S W E E P [ k i ] S W E E P [ k 2 ]  •  •  •  S W E E P i k c Y V  
for some positive integer c is 
c o v { y i , y j \ y k i  , •  •  •  , y k j  i  ^  k  =  { k i , - •  •  , k ^ }  and j  ^ k, 
the slope parameter corresponding to yj in regression of y,- on t/jk,, • • •, yk^ for j ^ k 
and j 6 k, 
the slope parameter corresponding to y,- in regression of y j  o n  y k ^ ,  -  •  • ,  y k c  for z € k 
and j ^ k, 
or the element corresponding to y,- of [—uar(yfc,,• • • ,yA;^)]~^, inverse matrix of 
variance-covariance matrix of yjt,, • • •, ykc for z 6 k and j € k. 
For example, S W E E P [ l \ S W E E P [ 2 \  •  •  •  S W E E P [ c \ Y  changes 
Vii Vx2 
into = 
_ V21 V22 
-v-i 
* a vr/v u  ^12 
V22-V2iVri'Vi2 
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where V^x is c x c vaxieince-coveiriance matrix of j/i,it/c, V12 is c x (n — c), V21 is 
(n — c) X c, eind V22 is (n — c) x (n — c) submatrix of V, Then, from the matrix resulting 
from the sweep operations above, it is trivial to compute 
E [ y 2 \ y i ]  =  ^ [ y 2 ]  +  V 2 i V f i ^ [ y i - £ ; ( y i ) ] ,  
Var[y2|yi] = V22 -
where yi = (j/i, • • •, t/c)^ and y2 = (yc+i, * * •, Vn)^- Although this example can be directly 
applied to 'monotone missing data' problem where missing data occurs only in bottom 
rows of y, the generaiization of sweep operator for non-monotone missing data is also 
possible by using properties of the operator defined above. Applications of this case are 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
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APPENDIX B DEFINITIONS RELATED TO THE 
SPACE-FILLING CONDITION (MENG AND RUBIN, 1993) 
Other than the simple CM steps in definition of GCM algorithm, more complex 
CM steps can be performed by using space-filling condition which is presented in this 
appendix. Most of notations and descriptions in this appendix were copied from Meng 
and Rubin(1993). 
Without loss of generality, GCM algorithm considered here is assumed to have only 
one cycle. Let 
G = {^,(^);s = l,---,5} (B.l) 
be a set of S pre-selected(vector) functions of 9. 
Definition 1. For an approximation function A{9\6), each of S{> 1) CM-steps in the 
tth. iteration finds such that 
foraU^ € (B.2) 
for 5 = 1, • • •, 5. 
Definition 2. Let T'a(^)(5 = 1, • • •, 5") be the set of all feasible directions at 0 G 0 with 
respect to the constraint space 
Qs{e) = {C € 0;5,(C) = 9si9)h (B.3) 
that is, 
= {^ € 3{0„} C 0,(5) such that r; - lim —^}. (B.4) 
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We say G = {^r,, 5 = 1, • • •, 5} is space-filling at 0 € © if 
s 
T{6)  = closure{^ a,;/,; a, > 0,77, € Ts(9)}  = (B.5) 
s—l 
* We assume that ^5(^)(s = 1, • • •, 5) is differentiable and the corresponding gradient, 
is of full rank at 0 6 ©o, the interior of 0. 
* Under conditions above, one can show that (B.5) is equivalent to 
j{e) = ni,Me) = 0, (B.6) 
where Js{9)  is the column space of the gradient of gaiO), that is, 
J s { e )  =  { V g , i e ) X ; X e R ' ' }  
and d, is the dimensionality of the vector function 5s(^). And (B.6) is a direct conse­
quence of the following identity, 
A&) = {?; fv < 0 for all 77 6 T(e)}, (B.7) 
which itself follows directly from the polar and bipolar theorems in the literature of 
constrained optimization, e.g. Fletcher(1980,Ch.9), Lay(1982,Ch.9). The advantage of 
expression (B.6) over (B.5) is that it can be verified directly in majiy applications. 
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